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Legal disclaimer
Alibaba Cloud reminds you t o carefully read and fully underst and t he t erms and condit ions of t his legal
disclaimer before you read or use t his document . If you have read or used t his document , it  shall be deemed
as your t ot al accept ance of t his legal disclaimer.

1. You shall download and obt ain t his document  from t he Alibaba Cloud websit e or ot her Alibaba Cloud-
aut horized channels, and use t his document  for your own legal business act ivit ies only. The cont ent  of
t his document  is considered confident ial informat ion of Alibaba Cloud. You shall st rict ly abide by t he
confident ialit y obligat ions. No part  of t his document  shall be disclosed or provided t o any t hird part y for
use wit hout  t he prior writ t en consent  of Alibaba Cloud.

2. No part  of t his document  shall be excerpt ed, t ranslat ed, reproduced, t ransmit t ed, or disseminat ed by
any organizat ion, company or individual in any form or by any means wit hout  t he prior writ t en consent  of
Alibaba Cloud.

3. The cont ent  of t his document  may be changed because of product  version upgrade, adjust ment , or
ot her reasons. Alibaba Cloud reserves t he right  t o modify t he cont ent  of t his document  wit hout  not ice
and an updat ed version of t his document  will be released t hrough Alibaba Cloud-aut horized channels
from t ime t o t ime. You should pay at t ent ion t o t he version changes of t his document  as t hey occur and
download and obt ain t he most  up-t o-dat e version of t his document  from Alibaba Cloud-aut horized
channels.

4. This document  serves only as a reference guide for your use of Alibaba Cloud product s and services.
Alibaba Cloud provides t his document  based on t he "st at us quo", "being defect ive", and "exist ing
funct ions" of it s product s and services. Alibaba Cloud makes every effort  t o provide relevant  operat ional
guidance based on exist ing t echnologies. However, Alibaba Cloud hereby makes a clear st at ement  t hat
it  in no way guarant ees t he accuracy, int egrit y, applicabilit y, and reliabilit y of t he cont ent  of t his
document , eit her explicit ly or implicit ly. Alibaba Cloud shall not  t ake legal responsibilit y for any errors or
lost  profit s incurred by any organizat ion, company, or individual arising from download, use, or t rust  in
t his document . Alibaba Cloud shall not , under any circumst ances, t ake responsibilit y for any indirect ,
consequent ial, punit ive, cont ingent , special, or punit ive damages, including lost  profit s arising from t he
use or t rust  in t his document  (even if Alibaba Cloud has been not ified of t he possibilit y of such a loss).

5. By law, all t he cont ent s in Alibaba Cloud document s, including but  not  limit ed t o pict ures, archit ect ure
design, page layout , and t ext  descript ion, are int ellect ual propert y of Alibaba Cloud and/or it s
affiliat es. This int ellect ual propert y includes, but  is not  limit ed t o, t rademark right s, pat ent  right s,
copyright s, and t rade secret s. No part  of t his document  shall be used, modified, reproduced, publicly
t ransmit t ed, changed, disseminat ed, dist ribut ed, or published wit hout  t he prior writ t en consent  of
Alibaba Cloud and/or it s affiliat es. The names owned by Alibaba Cloud shall not  be used, published, or
reproduced for market ing, advert ising, promot ion, or ot her purposes wit hout  t he prior writ t en consent  of
Alibaba Cloud. The names owned by Alibaba Cloud include, but  are not  limit ed t o, "Alibaba Cloud",
"Aliyun", "HiChina", and ot her brands of Alibaba Cloud and/or it s affiliat es, which appear separat ely or in
combinat ion, as well as t he auxiliary signs and pat t erns of t he preceding brands, or anyt hing similar t o
t he company names, t rade names, t rademarks, product  or service names, domain names, pat t erns,
logos, marks, signs, or special descript ions t hat  t hird part ies ident ify as Alibaba Cloud and/or it s
affiliat es.

6. Please direct ly cont act  Alibaba Cloud for any errors of t his document .
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Document conventions
St yleSt yle Descript ionDescript ion ExampleExample

 DangerDanger
A danger notice indicates a situation that
will cause major system changes, faults,
physical injuries, and other adverse
results.

 Danger:Danger:

Resetting will result  in the loss of user
configuration data.

 WarningWarning
A warning notice indicates a situation
that may cause major system changes,
faults, physical injuries, and other adverse
results.

 Warning:Warning:

Restarting will cause business
interruption. About 10 minutes are
required to restart an instance.

 Not iceNot ice
A caution notice indicates warning
information, supplementary instructions,
and other content that the user must
understand.

 Not ice:Not ice:

If the weight is set to 0, the server no
longer receives new requests.

 Not eNot e
A note indicates supplemental
instructions, best practices, t ips, and
other content.

 Not e:Not e:

You can use Ctrl + A to select all files.

>
Closing angle brackets are used to
indicate a multi-level menu cascade.

Click Set t ingsSet t ings > Net workNet work> Set  net workSet  net work
t ypet ype.

BoldBold
Bold formatting is used for buttons ,
menus, page names, and other UI
elements.

Click OKOK.

Courier font Courier font is used for commands
Run the cd /d C:/window  command to
enter the Windows system folder.

Italic Italic formatting is used for parameters
and variables.

bae log list  --instanceid

Instance_ID

[] or [a|b]
This format is used for an optional value,
where only one item can be selected.

ipconfig [-all|-t]

{} or {a|b}
This format is used for a required value,
where only one item can be selected.

switch {active|stand}
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1 Methods to create an API1 Methods to create an API
You can use one of the following methods to create an API:

Creat e an API in t he API Gat eway consoleCreat e an API in t he API Gat eway console

Log on to the API Gateway console. In the top navigation bar, select  a region. In the left-side
navigation pane, choose Publish APIs > APIs. On the API List  page, click Create API. For more information,
see Create an API.

Creat e an API by using OpenAPI ExplorerCreat e an API by using OpenAPI Explorer

You can create an API by using OpenAPI Explorer. For more information, see Create an API.

Creat e an API by import ing a Swagger f ileCreat e an API by import ing a Swagger f ile

Swagger is a specificat ion used to describe API definit ions. It  is widely used to define and describe APIs
for backend services. You can import  a Swagger 2.0 file to create an API in the API Gateway console.
You can use one of the following methods to import  a Swagger file:

Use OpenAPI Explorer. For more information, see ImportSwagger.

Perform operations in the API Gateway console. For more information, see Import a Swagger file to create
an API.

2 API Gateway instance and API group2 API Gateway instance and API group
2.1 API Gat eway inst ance2.1 API Gat eway inst ance

An API Gateway instance is composed of a group of resources used to access and process your APIs.
The resources include public IP addresses, private IP addresses, public egress IP addresses, and load
balancing configurations. API Gateway supports shared instances and dedicated instances. These two
types of instances are suitable for different scenarios.

Dedicated instances provide high performance and strict  service level agreement (SLA) compliance.
These instances are suitable for production environments.

Shared instances are suitable for development, test, and assessment environments, as well as small-
scale production environments.

For more information about the differences between the two types of instances, see Instance type and
guidance for select ion.

2.2 API group2.2 API group

An API group is a management unit  of APIs. Before you create an API, you must create an API group.
When you create an API group, the system allocates a second-level domain to the API group. T heT he
second-level domain is used only f or t est . You can use t he second-level domain t o call APIssecond-level domain is used only f or t est . You can use t he second-level domain t o call APIs
f rom t he client . However, you can access t his domain f or a maximum of  1000 t imes per day.f rom t he client . However, you can access t his domain f or a maximum of  1000 t imes per day.
We recommend that you bind an independent domain that is f iled in Alibaba Cloud to your API group.
Then, you can use the domain to call APIs in your API group.

For more information about how to bind a domain to an API group, see Bind a wildcard domain name to an
API group.

3 Steps to create an API3 Steps to create an API
3.1 Conf igure basic inf ormat ion3.1 Conf igure basic inf ormat ion

1.Overview1.Overview
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Configure the basic information for the API that you want to create. The information includes Group,
API Name, Security Cert if icat ion, API Options, and Descript ion.

3.2 Def ine an API request3.2 Def ine an API request

Define an API request. The detailed configurations include Request  Type, Protocol, Custom Domain
Name, Request  Path, HTTP Method, Request  Mode, and Input Parameter Definit ion.

API Gateway supports the HTTP, HTTPS, and WebSocket protocols.

3.3 Def ine an API backend service3.3 Def ine an API backend service

Define mappings between request  and response parameters and configure information of the backend
service of your API. The information includes Backend Service Type, Backend Service Address, Backend
Request  Path, HTTP Method, Backend Timeout, Backend Service Parameter Configuration, Constant
Parameter, and System Parameter. Assume that parameter mapping rules are configured for the current
API. After API Gateway receives a request  for the API, API Gateway maps the request  parameters based
on the mapping rules before it  routes the request  to the backend service.

The backend services supported by API Gateway include HTTP (s) Service, Function Compute, VPC, and
Mock.

HTTP (s) Service: Create an API with HTTP as the backend service.

Function Compute: Use Function Compute as the backend service of the API.

VPC: Use a resource in a VPC as the backend service of the API.

Mock: Use Mock as the backend service of the API.

3.4 Def ine response inf ormat ion3.4 Def ine response inf ormat ion

Configure Content Type of Response, Sample of Returned Results, Sample of Returned Failure, and
Error Code Definit ion.

4 Configure environments for the API4 Configure environments for the API
API Gateway allows you to configure the test  (Test), staging (Pre), and production (Release)
environments for an API group. This meets your requirement for API calls in different research and
development scenarios. For example, in the test  environment, the API uses appropriate resources as its
backend service. In this way, testers can simulate API calls in the production environment.

For more information, see Configure different environments for an API.
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This topic describes how to create and debug an API and perform security configurations for the API.
To create an API, you must configure basic information, request  information, a backend service, and
response information for the API. After you debug the API, you can publish the API for users to call.

1 Create an API1 Create an API
Log on to the API Gateway console. In the left-side navigation pane, choose Publish APIs > APIs. On the
API List  page, click Create API. Then, you can create and configure an API.

1.1 Conf igure basic inf ormat ion1.1 Conf igure basic inf ormat ion

Paramet erParamet er Descript ionDescript ion

Group
The basic management unit  of APIs. Before you create an API, you must
create an API group. When you select an API group, the region where
the API group is created is selected for the API.

API Name
The name of the API that you want to create. Each API name in an API
group must be unique.

Security Certification

The authentication mode of API requests. Valid values: Alibaba Cloud
APP, OpenID Connect, OpenID Connect & Alibaba Cloud APP, and No
Certification.

Alibaba Cloud APPAlibaba Cloud APP: This mode requires the requester to pass the
application authentication to call an API.

OpenID ConnectOpenID Connect : OpenID Connect is a simple authentication layer
on top of OAuth 2.0. It  is an authorization framework that
implements identity interaction and authorization by using RESTful
APIs. If you select this mode, the OpenID Connect authentication
layer is integrated with API Gateway and the backend service of the
current API to implement authentication. For more information, see
Implement OpenID Connect authentication by using API Gateway.

OpenID Connect  &  Alibaba Cloud APPOpenID Connect  &  Alibaba Cloud APP: Both OpenID Connect and
Alibaba Cloud APP are used for user identity authentication during
API calls.

No Cert if icat ionNo Cert if icat ion: This mode allows all users who understand the
request definit ion of the API to init iate a request. API Gateway
directly forwards the request to the backend service without
verifying the identity of the requester. We recommend that you do
not set Security Certification to No Certification.

Signature Method

The algorithm that is used to sign API requests. Valid values:

HmacSHA256

HmacSHA1 and HmacSHA256: If you set the parameter to this value,
both the algorithms are supported.

2.Create an API2.Create an API
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Description The description of the API.

Paramet erParamet er Descript ionDescript ion

1.2 Def ine an API request1.2 Def ine an API request

Define an API request. The detailed configurations include Protocol, Request  Path, HTTP Method,
Request  Mode, and Input Parameter Definit ion.

Paramet erParamet er Descript ionDescript ion

Request Type

The request type. Valid values:

COMMON: indicates common HTTP or HTTPS requests.

REGISTER (WEBSOCKET): indicates the bidirectional control signaling
used to register devices. It  is sent from the client to the server.

UNREGISTER (WEBSOCKET): indicates the bidirectional control signaling
used to deregister devices. It  is sent from the client to the server. After
a device is deregistered, it  no longer receives server-to-client
notifications.

NOTIFY (WEBSOCKET): After receiving the registration signaling sent
from the client, the backend service records the device ID and sends a
server-to-client notification to API Gateway. Then, API Gateway sends
the notification to the device. If the client is connected, API Gateway
can send the server-to-client notification to the client.

Protocol
The network protocol that is used to init iate the request. Valid values:
HTTP, HTTPS, and WEBSOCKET.

Request Path

The API request path that corresponds to the service host. The request
path can be different from the actual backend service path. You can
specify a valid path with correct semantics as the request path. You
can configure dynamic parameters in the request path. This requires
users to specify path parameters in the request. At the same time, the
path parameters can be mapped to the query and header parameters
that are received by the backend service.

HTTP Method
The standard HTTP request method. Valid values: PUT, GET, POST,
DELETE, PATCH, HEAD, OPTIONS, and ANY.

Creat e API··Creat e an API API Gat eway
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Request Mode

Valid values: Request Parameter Mapping (Filter Unknown Parameters),
Request Parameter Mapping (Passthrough Unknown Parameters), and
Request Parameter Passthrough.

Request  Paramet er Mapping (Filt er Unknown Paramet ers)Request  Paramet er Mapping (Filt er Unknown Paramet ers):
indicates that you must configure request and response data
mappings for query, path, and body form parameters. API Gateway
transparently passes only the configured parameters to the backend
service. Other parameters are filtered out.

Request  Paramet er Mapping (Passt hrough UnknownRequest  Paramet er Mapping (Passt hrough Unknown
Paramet ers)Paramet ers): indicates that you must configure request and
response data mappings for query, path, and body form
parameters. API Gateway maps and verifies only the configured
parameters and transparently passes unknown parameters to the
backend service.

Request  Paramet er Passt hroughRequest  Paramet er Passt hrough: indicates that you do not need
to configure query and body form parameters. However, you still
need to configure path parameters. API Gateway transparently
passes all parameters sent from the client to the backend service.

Paramet erParamet er Descript ionDescript ion

Input  Paramet er Def init ionInput  Paramet er Def init ion: The request  parameters of your API. You can specify different request
parameters for different parameter paths. You can select  Head, Query, Body, or Parameter Path from
the Param Location drop-down list . When you configure a dynamic path parameter, you must provide a
descript ion of this dynamic parameter in the Input Parameter Definit ion sect ion. The following data
types are supported: String, Int, and Boolean.

Note that the names of all parameters must be unique.

You can use the upwards and downwards arrows in the Order column to adjust  the parameter order.

To delete a parameter that is no longer required, you can click RemoveRemove in the Operation column.

Not eNot e

If you have configured a dynamic parameter in the request  path, you must define a parameter with
the same name as the dynamic parameter and set  Param Location to Parameter Path.

Conf igure paramet ers verif icat ion rulesConf igure paramet ers verif icat ion rules: Find the parameter for which you want to configure
verificat ion rules and click MoreMore in the Operation column. For example, you can specify Max Length and
Enumeration. API Gateway pre-verifies requests based on the verificat ion rules. Requests with invalid
parameters are not sent to your backend service. This reduces the workload on your backend service.

1.3 Def ine an API backend service1.3 Def ine an API backend service

Define mappings between the request  and response parameters and configure the information of the
backend service of your API. The information includes Backend Service Address, Backend Request  Path,
Backend Timeout, and Backend Service Parameter Configuration, Constant Parameter, and System
Parameter. After receiving a request, API Gateway converts the format of the request  into the format
that is required by your backend service based on the backend service configuration. Then, API Gateway
forwards the request  to your backend service.

API Gat eway Creat e API··Creat e an API
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Def ine a backend serviceDef ine a backend service

Paramet erParamet er Descript ionDescript ion

Backend Service Type

Valid values: HTTP(s) Service, Function Compute, VPC, and Mock.

HTTP(s) Service: This option is selected by default. It  indicates that
API Gateway accesses the backend service over HTTP or HTTPS. If API
Gateway can directly communicate with the backend service, select
this option. To configure an HTTPS service as the backend service,
you must first  obtain a Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) certificate.

Function Compute: If you use Function Compute as the backend
service, you must create a function in the Function Compute console
and obtain Function Compute Role Arn on the Functions tab. Then,
specify Service Name and Function Name.

VPC: If the backend service is deployed in a VPC, select this option.

Mock: If you want to simulate expected return results, select this
option.

VPC Access Name
If your backend service is deployed in a VPC, you must specify a VPC
access name.

Backend Service Address
The host name of the backend service. It  can be a domain name or a
value in the format of http(s)://host:port. The address must start
with http:// or https://.

Backend Request Path

The actual request path of your API on your backend server. If you want
to receive dynamic parameters in the backend path, you must declare
parameter mappings by specifying the locations and names of the
corresponding request parameters.

HTTP Method
The standard HTTP request method. Valid values: PUT, GET, POST,
DELETE, PATCH, HEAD, OPTIONS, and ANY.

Backend T imeout

The response time for API Gateway to access the backend service after
API Gateway receives an API request. The response time is from the
time when API Gateway sends an API request to the backend service to
the time when API Gateway receives a response returned by the
backend service. The response time cannot exceed 30 seconds. If API
Gateway does not receive a response from the backend service within
30 seconds, API Gateway stops accessing the backend service and
returns an error message.

Creat e API··Creat e an API API Gat eway
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Backend Service Paramet er Conf igurat ionBackend Service Paramet er Conf igurat ion: API Gateway can set  up mappings between the request
and response parameters, including a name mapping and a location mapping. API Gateway can map a
path, header, query, or body request  parameter to a response parameter at  a different location. This
way, you can package your backend service into a standardized and professional API form. This part
declares the mappings between the request  and response parameters.

Const ant  Paramet erConst ant  Paramet er: You can configure constant parameters for API requests. The constant
parameters include Backend Param Name, Param Value, Param Location, Descript ion, and Operation.
Constant parameters are invisible to your users. After API Gateway receives requests, API Gateway adds
these parameters to the specified locations in each request  and forwards the requests to your backend
service. If  you want API Gateway to attach the abc parameter to each request  that API Gateway
forwards to your backend service, you can configure this parameter as a constant parameter. After API
Gateway receives a request, API Gateway automatically adds the parameter to the specified location
and forwards the request  to your backend service.

Syst em Paramet erSyst em Paramet er: the system parameters that apply globally in API Gateway. By default , API
Gateway does not add system parameters to API requests. If  you want to obtain the system
parameters, you can configure their locations and names. The following table describes the system
parameters.

Paramet erParamet er Descript ionDescript ion

CaClientIp

The IP address of the client that sends an API
request. If you have configured Web Application
Firewall (WAF) or Content Delivery Network (CDN),
the system records their origin IP address. You must
check the IP address of the client in X-Forwarded-
For.

CaDomain
The domain name that is used to send an API
request.

CaRequestHandleT ime The request t ime. It  must be in GMT.

CaAppId
The ID of the application from which an API request
is sent.

CaRequestId RequestId

CaApiName The name of the API.

CaHttpSchema
The protocol that is used to call the API. Valid
values: HTTP and HTTPS.

CaProxy
The proxy that is used to handle an API request. The
value must be set to AliCloudApiGateway.
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CaClientUa
The user agent of the client that sends an API
request.

CaCloudMarketInstanceld
The ID of the instance of the service that is
requested.

CaAppKey
The key of the application from which an API
request is sent.

CaStage
The environment in which you call the API. Valid
values: RELEASE, TEST, and PRE.

Paramet erParamet er Descript ionDescript ion

You can configure Passt hrough HOST  Head (Head Domain)Passt hrough HOST  Head (Head Domain) for a shared instance on the Group
Details page of an API group. If  you want to perform the same configuration for a dedicated instance,
submit  a t icket. After you enable Passthrough HOST Head (Head Domain), API Gateway transparently
passes the domain name of an API request  to your backend service. Otherwise, API Gateway passes the
host  name that you specified in API Gateway to your backend service.

For example, if  you attach a host  name xuemeng.XXXX.com to an API group, the host  name of the
backend service of APIs in the API group is apigatewayXXXXXXalicloudapi.com:8080. The following
figures show different host  names received by your backend service before and after Passthrough
HOST Head (Head Domain) is enabled.

Passt hrough HOST  Head (Head Domain) is enabled:Passt hrough HOST  Head (Head Domain) is enabled:

Passt hrough HOST  Head (Head Domain) is disabled:Passt hrough HOST  Head (Head Domain) is disabled:

Not eNot e

When you configure parameters for the backend service of the API, make sure that the name of
each parameter is globally unique in API Gateway. This applies to dynamic parameters in request
paths, header parameters, query parameters, body parameters, constant parameters, and system
parameters. Note that values of body parameters must be non-binary. For example, if  you specify a
header parameter and a query parameter with the same namename, an error will occur after you send a
request.

1.4 Def ine response inf ormat ion1.4 Def ine response inf ormat ion

Configure Content Type of Response, Sample of Returned Results, Sample of Returned Failure, and
Error Code Definit ion.

Creat e API··Creat e an API API Gat eway
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2 Debug the API2 Debug the API
After you create and configure the API, you can debug the API on the API debugging page. This ensures
the usability of the API.

After the API is created and configured, you are navigated to the API ListAPI List  page. To debug the API,
perform the following steps:

1. Find the API that you created and click its name or click ManageManage in the Operat ionOperat ion column to go to
the API Def init ionAPI Def init ion page.

2. In the left-side navigation pane of the API Definit ion page, click Debug APIDebug API.

3. On the page that appears, specify request  parameters in the Request  Parameters sect ion and click
Send RequestSend Request .

A result  appears on the right side of the page.

If  a success response is returned, the API can be called.

If  an HTTP status code 4XX or 5XX is returned, an error occurred during the API call. For more
information, see How to obtain the error message and Error code table.

3 What to do next3 What to do next
After you configure and debug the API, the creation of the API is complete. You can publish the API to
the test, staging, or production environment for further debugging or for users to call. You can also
perform security configurations for the API. For example, you can attach the Request signature
documentation for the API.
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Enable API servicesEnable API services
This sect ion provides information you must understand for the API group and domain name before you
enable API services.

API groupAPI group
An API group is the management unit  of APIs. You must create a group before creating an API. The
group consists of four attributes: name, descript ion, region, and domain name. Note that:

The group region is f ixed once selected.

Each account can have up to 50 API groups and each API group can have up to 200 APIs.

When you create a group, the system assigns the group a second-level domain name to test  your API.
To enable the API service, you must bind the group to an independent domain name filed on Alibaba
Cloud and resolve the CNAME of the independent domain name to the second-level domain name of
the group. Up to five independent domain names can be bound to a group.

Domain name and certificateDomain name and certificate
API Gateway locates the unique API group through the domain name, and the unique API through the
Path+HTTPMethod. Before enabling API services, you must know the second-level domain name and
independent domain name as follows:

The unique and fixed second-level domain name is assigned by the system during group creation. By
default , a second-level domain name is used to call the API only in the test  environment under a small
amount of traffic.

An independent domain name is used for enabling API services. You can bind up to five independent
domain names to a group. When configuring independent domain names, pay attention to the
following points:

Resolve the CNAME of an independent domain name to the API second-level domain name of the
group before binding the API group and domain name.

Verify the domain name within one day. Otherwise, the unprocessed binding request  is
automatically withdrawn by the system.

If a domain name is already bound to another group, resolve the domain name to the second-level
domain name of the to-be-bound group before binding. Otherwise, the binding fails.

If  your API supports the HTTPS protocol, you must upload the SSL cert if icate of the domain name by
entering the parameters on the Group Det ailsGroup Det ails page, including the name, content, and private key.

Test, production, and authorizationTest, production, and authorization
To test  or enable the API, authorization is indispensable. Authorization means granting an app the
permission to call an API. Note that:

You can authorize the created app and access the second-level domain name to call the API.

You can authorize the apps of customers to access the independent domain name to call your API
service.

Only an authorized app can call the API.

3.Enable API services3.Enable API services
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Now you have successfully enabled your API service. From creating the API to enabling it , you can
create, modify, delete, view, test, release, remove, authorize, and revoke the authorization of an API.
You can also view the release history and switch the version.
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This topic describes how to bind your domain name to an API group hosted on API Gateway. This way,
you can use your domain name to call APIs in the API group and provide external services.

1. Overview1. Overview

1.1 Relationships between domain names and API groups and1.1 Relationships between domain names and API groups and
between domain names and APIsbetween domain names and APIs
You must bind your domain name to an API group hosted on API Gateway to establish a mapping. When
API Gateway receives an HTTP request  from a client, API Gateway identifies the API group to which the
request  belongs based on the domain name in the request, and determines a unique API in the API
group based on HTTP Method and Request  Path. API Gateway provides a default  Internet second-level
domain for each API group. A client  can call the Internet second-level domain for a maximum of 1,000
times per day. By default , a response that is generated when an Internet second-level domain is called
contains the "Content-Disposit ion: attachment; filename=ApiResponseForInnerDomain" information in
the header. When you publish APIs in a production environment, you must bind an independent domain
to the dest ination API group. The number of API calls is not limited for independent domains.

1.2 ICP filing1.2 ICP filing
If  you want to bind an independent domain to an API group in a region inside mainland China, you must
apply for an ICP filing or access the independent domain at  Alibaba Cloud ICP filing. If  you want to bind
an independent domain to an API group in a region outside mainland China, ICP filing is not required.

1.3 Ownership verification of domain names1.3 Ownership verification of domain names
If  your domain name has been bound to an API group by other users, or conflicts with a wildcard
domain name that has been bound, the domain name must pass ownership verificat ion. Otherwise, the
domain name cannot be bound. You can use one of the following methods to verify the ownership of a
domain name:

1. Add a CNAME record for your domain name to the Internet second-level domain provided by API
Gateway.

2. Add a TXT record that contains the following information for your domain name: record name in
the format of API Group ID.Domain name and record value in the format of apigateway-domain-
verificat ion=Internet second-level domain. Example:

The ID of a specific API group is b7eb2f79e64f4431b08bbb948ed2567e. The Internet second-level
domain that is provided for the API group is b7eb2f79e64f4431b08bbb948ed2567e-cn-
hangzhou.alicloudapi.com. The domain name that is bound to the API group is a single domain name,
such as youdomain.com, or a wildcard domain name, such as *.yourdomain. You can add a record whose
record type is TXT, record name is b7eb2f79e64f4431b08bbb948ed2567e.yourdomain.com, and record
value is apigateway-domain-verificat ion=b7eb2f79e64f4431b08bbb948ed2567e-cn-
hangzhou.alicloudapi.com for the domain name.

2. Bind a single domain name2. Bind a single domain name
Perform the following steps to bind your single domain name to an API group:

4.Bind a domain name to an API4.Bind a domain name to an API
groupgroup
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1. Optional. Add a CNAME record for your single domain name to the Internet second-level domain
provided for a specific API group.

2. Bind your single domain name to the API group on the Group Details page of the API Gateway
console.

If  the operation in Step 1 fails, you can also perform Step 2 to bind your single domain name to the API
group. During the binding process, if  no domain name conflict  occurs, API Gateway does not check
whether a CNAME record is added for your single domain name. If  you bind your single domain name to
an API group with no CNAME record added, a domain name request  from a client  cannot be routed to
API Gateway.

2.1 Add a CNAME record for your single domain name2.1 Add a CNAME record for your single domain name
Step 1 On the Group Details page of the API Gateway console, f ind the Internet second-level domain
provided for the dest ination API group.

Step 2 Log on to your DNS management platform. If  you use Alibaba Cloud DNS, visit
https://dns.console.aliyun.com. On the Manage DNS page of the Alibaba Cloud DNS console, click your
single domain name to go to the DNS Sett ings page.

Step 3 Click Add Record. In the Add Record panel, set  Type to CNAME, Host  to test, and Value to the
Internet second-level domain that you obtained in Step 1, and then click Confirm.
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2.2 Bind your single domain name2.2 Bind your single domain name
Step 1 Log on to the API Gateway console. In the left-side navigation pane, choose Publish APIs > API
Groups. On the Group List  page, click the API group to which you want to bind your single domain name.
The Group Details page appears. Step 2 In the lower-right corner of the Group Details page, click Bind
Domain.
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Step 3 In the Bind Domain Name dialog box, set  Domain Name to test.yourdomain.com and click OK.

2.3 Troubleshooting2.3 Troubleshooting
Causes of domain name binding failures and solut ions:

The domain name that you want to bind has already been bound to another API group, or is in range
conflict  with another domain name that you have bound. The range conflict  indicates that a wildcard
domain name overlaps a single domain name. In this case, you must unbind the domain name, and
then bind the domain name to the dest ination API group.

The domain name that you want to bind has already been bound to an API group created by a
different user, or is in range conflict  with another domain name that you have bound. In this case, you
must follow the instruct ions described in the "Ownership verificat ion of domain names" sect ion to
verify the ownership of the domain name.

2.4 Make API calls2.4 Make API calls
After the binding is complete, you can use this domain name to call an API in the API group. The
following example shows how to call an API by using cURL.
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curl http://yourdomain.com/apipath -i
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Date: Mon, 23 Mar 2020 08:40:01 GMT
Connection: keep-alive
Keep-Alive: timeout=25
Server: Jetty(7.2.2.v20101205)
X-Ca-Request-Id: E2B8CBAB-D6EF-4576-838F-44DDC1A6B20D

3. Wildcard domain names3. Wildcard domain names

3.1 Support for wildcard domain names3.1 Support for wildcard domain names
API Gateway allows you to bind wildcard domain names to API groups. You can resolve a wildcard
domain name to API Gateway and bind the wildcard domain name to your API group in the API Gateway
console. After the binding is complete, you can use the wildcard domain name to call APIs in the API
group hosted on API Gateway. Assume that you are the owner of the domain name abc.com. If  you
want to resolve all subdomains, such as 1.abc.com and 2.abc.com of abc.com, to API Gateway to
provide external services, perform the following steps:

1. On your DNS management platform, use a CNAME record to resolve *.abc.com to the Internet
second-level domain of the dest ination API group.

2. On the Group List  page of the API Gateway console, bind *.abc.com to the dest ination API group.

After the binding is complete, the client  can access APIs in the API group by using one of the
subdomains of abc.com. For example, if  an API in the API group can be anonymously called by using the
GET method, the API can also be called by using the subdomains of *.abc.com.
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Only the instances that are deployed in a VPC support  wildcard domain names.

3.2 Bind a wildcard domain name3.2 Bind a wildcard domain name
The process of binding a wildcard domain name is similar to that of binding a single domain name. The
differences between these two processes lie in the following aspects:

1. When you bind a wildcard domain name, you must verify the ownership of the wildcard domain
name. For more information, see the "Ownership verificat ion of domain names" sect ion.

2. After a wildcard domain name is bound, you must configure the wildcard domain name template
on the Group Details page. Then, you can use the wildcard domain name to call APIs.

The wildcard domain name template is used to configure domain name parameters. Variable fields in
the template can be transmitted to the backend service as parameters.

4. Configure a default domain name4. Configure a default domain name
API Gateway allows you to upload an HTTPS cert if icate for your domain name so that you can use the
domain name to call APIs over HTTPS. If  mult iple domain names are bound to an API group, and all
these domain names support  HTTPS-based API calls, you must configure a default  domain name. This
way, API Gateway can return the cert if icate for the default  domain name when it  receives an SSL
handshake request  from a client  that does not support  SNI. If  no default  domain name is configured,
API Gateway returns the cert if icate for a domain name randomly. The configuration of a default
domain name applies only to dedicated instances. By default , shared instances do not support  the
cert if icate for a default  domain name. If  a client  of an earlier version that does not support  SNI makes
API calls over HTTPS, a cert if icate confusion problem may occur.

You can configure a default  domain name in the Set  HTTPS default  domain name (dedicated instance
only) sect ion on the Group Details page, as shown in the following figure.
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In a dedicated instance, if  mult iple API groups are all configured with default  domain names, only the
default  domain name configured for the first  API group can be loaded.
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Swagger is a specificat ion used to describe API definit ions. It  is widely used to define and describe APIs
for backend services. You can call the Create APIs By Import ing Swagger operation to import  Swagger
2.0 files for the creation of APIs. You can also import  Swagger 2.0 files in the API Gateway console, as
shown in the following figure.

API Gateway Swagger extensions are based on Swagger 2.0. You can create a Swagger definit ion for
API entit ies and import  Swagger files into the API Gateway console to create or update API entit ies. API
Gateway supports Swagger 2.0 by default , which is compatible with most Swagger specificat ions.
However, there are some differences in specificat ion compliance for API creation. For more information,
see Compatibility.

This topic describes API Gateway Swagger extensions and provides examples of their implementations.

Not eNot e

All t he paramet ers and t heir valid values in Swagger are case-sensit ive.All t he paramet ers and t heir valid values in Swagger are case-sensit ive.

1. Swagger extensions1. Swagger extensions
Swagger extensions are used to extend the native Swagger Operation Object.They provide features
such as authentication, parameter mapping, and backend services. The x-aliyun-apigateway-any-
method extension is added. It  is used to specify the HTTP method, by using which you can call APIs. All
extensions start  with  x-aliyun-apigateway- , which are described as follows:

1.1 x-aliyun-apigat eway-aut h-t ype: aut horizat ion t ype1.1 x-aliyun-apigat eway-aut h-t ype: aut horizat ion t ype

Applies to Operation Object  and specifies an API authorization type.

Valid values:Valid values:

APP: app authorization for Alibaba Cloud API Gateway. This is the default  value.

ANONYMOUS: anonymous authorization.

ExampleExample:

5.Import Swagger files to create5.Import Swagger files to create
APIsAPIs
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...
paths:
  'path/':
    get:
      x-aliyun-apigateway-auth-type: ANONYMOUS
...
                        

1.2 x-aliyun-apigat eway-api-market -enable: publishing t o t he Alibaba Cloud Market place1.2 x-aliyun-apigat eway-api-market -enable: publishing t o t he Alibaba Cloud Market place

Applies to Operation Object  and specifies whether an API is published to the Alibaba Cloud
Marketplace.

Valid valuesValid values:

true

false: This is the default  value.

ExampleExample:

...
paths:
  'path/':
    get:
      x-aliyun-apigateway-api-market-enable: true
...
                        

1.3 x-aliyun-apigat eway-api-f orce-nonce-check: f orcible nonce verif icat ion1.3 x-aliyun-apigat eway-api-f orce-nonce-check: f orcible nonce verif icat ion

Applies to Operation Object  and specifies whether to perform forcible nonce verificat ion on an API.

Valid valuesValid values:

true

false: This is the default  value.

ExampleExample:

...
paths:
  'path/':
    get:
      x-aliyun-apigateway-api-force-nonce-check: true
...
                        

1.4 x-aliyun-apigat eway-paramet er-handling: API mapping relat ionship1.4 x-aliyun-apigat eway-paramet er-handling: API mapping relat ionship

Applies to Operation Object  and specifies the mappings between request  parameters and backend
service parameters. If  you select  PASSTHROUGH as the mapping relat ionship, the Parameter Object  does
not support   x-aliyun-apigateway-backend-location  and  x-aliyun-apigateway-backend-name .

Valid valuesValid values:
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PASSTHROUGH: request  parameter passthrough. This is the default  value.

MAPPING: request  parameter mapping.

ExampleExample:

...
paths:
  'path/':
    get:
      x-aliyun-apigateway-parameter-handling: MAPPING
...
                        

1.5 x-aliyun-apigat eway-backend: backend service t ype1.5 x-aliyun-apigat eway-backend: backend service t ype

Applies to Operation Object  and specifies backend service information. Specific propert ies vary based
on the backend service type. For details, see the following tables.

1.5.1 Backend service type: HTTP

This type is used to configure backend service addresses. If  backend service addresses can be directly
accessed, this type is used.

Propert y descript ionPropert y descript ion

Propert y namePropert y name T ypeT ype Descript ionDescript ion

type string Required. The value is HTTP.

address string
Required. The address of the
backend service.

path string

Optional. The path of the
backend service. The value can be
a variable. By default, the value
of this property is the same as
the root path.

method string
Required. The backend request
method.

timeout int
Optional. The default value is
10000. Value range: [500,30000].

ExampleExample:
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...
x-aliyun-apigateway-backend:
  type: HTTP
  address: 'http://www.aliyun.com'
  path: '/builtin/echo'
  method: get
  timeout: 10000
...
                        

1.5.2 Backend service type: HTTP-VPC

If a backend service is running on a VPC, this type is used. To configure the backend service, you need to
Create an API operation with a resource in a VPC as the backend service and use the VPC authorization
name.

Propert y descript ionPropert y descript ion

Propert y namePropert y name T ypeT ype Descript ionDescript ion

type string Required. The value is HTTP-VPC.

vpcAccessName string
Required. The name of the VPC
on which the backend service is
running.

path string

Optional. The path of the
backend service. The value can be
a variable. By default, the value
of this property is the same as
the root path.

method string
Required. The backend request
method.

timeout int
Optional. The default value is
10000. Value range: [500,30000].

ExampleExample:
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...
x-aliyun-apigateway-backend:
  type: HTTP_VPC
  vpcAccessName: vpcAccess1
  path: '/users/{userId}'
  method: GET
  timeout: 10000
...
                        

1.5.3 Backend service type: FC

The backend service type is Function Compute.

Propert y descript ionPropert y descript ion

Propert y namePropert y name T ypeT ype Descript ionDescript ion

type string Required. The value is FC.

fcRegion string
Required. The region where
Function Compute is deployed.

serviceName string
Required. The service name of
Function Compute.

functionName string
Required. The function name of
Function Compute.

arn string
Optional. RAM authorization for
Function Compute.

ExampleExample:

...
x-aliyun-apigateway-backend:
  type: FC
  fcRegion: cn-shanghai
  serviceName: fcService
  functionName: fcFunction
  arn: acs:ram::111111111:role/aliyunapigatewayaccessingfcrole
...
                        

1.5.4 Backend service type: MOCK

This type is used to simulate expected return results.
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Propert y descript ionPropert y descript ion

Propert y namePropert y name T ypeT ype Descript ionDescript ion

type string Required. The value is MOCK.

mockResult string
Required. Return results
simulated by Mock.

mockStatusCode Integer Optional.

mockHeaders Header Optional.

Header descript ion

Propert y namePropert y name T ypeT ype Descript ionDescript ion

name string Required.

value string Required.

ExampleExample:

...
x-aliyun-apigateway-backend:
        type: MOCK
        mockResult: mock resul sample
        mockStatusCode: 200
        mockHeaders:
          - name: server
            value: mock
          - name: proxy
            value: GW
...
                        

1.6 x-aliyun-apigat eway-const ant -paramet ers: const ant  paramet ers1.6 x-aliyun-apigat eway-const ant -paramet ers: const ant  paramet ers

Applies to Operation Object  and defines the constant parameters that are always received by backend
services. However, you do not need to include these parameters in the requests that are sent to the
backend services.

Propert y descript ionPropert y descript ion
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Propert y namePropert y name T ypeT ype Descript ionDescript ion

backendName string

Required. The name of the
constant parameter that is
always received by the backend
service.

value string
Required. The value of the
constant parameter.

location String

Required. The location in which
the constant parameter is
carried. Valid values: query and
header.

description string
Optional. The description of the
constant parameter.

ExampleExample:

      ...
      x-aliyun-apigateway-constant-parameters:
        - backendName: swaggerConstant
          value: swaggerConstant
          location: header
          description: description of swagger
      ...
                        

1.7 x-aliyun-apigat eway-syst em-paramet ers: syst em paramet ers of  backend services1.7 x-aliyun-apigat eway-syst em-paramet ers: syst em paramet ers of  backend services

Applies to Operation Object  and specifies the system parameters of backend services.

Propert y descript ionPropert y descript ion

Propert y namePropert y name T ypeT ype Descript ionDescript ion

systemName string
Required. The name of the
system parameter.

backendName string
Required. The name of the
backend parameter.
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location String
Required. The location in which
the system parameter is carried.
Valid values: query and header.

Propert y namePropert y name T ypeT ype Descript ionDescript ion

ExampleExample:

    ...
    x-aliyun-apigateway-system-parameters:
        - systemName: CaAppId
          backendName: appId
          location: header
   ...
                        

1.8 x-aliyun-apigat eway-backend-locat ion: backend paramet er locat ion1.8 x-aliyun-apigat eway-backend-locat ion: backend paramet er locat ion

Applies to Parameter Object  and specifies the location in which a parameter is carried in a request  sent
to a backend service. This extension takes effects only when 
 x-aliyun-apigateway-parameter-handling  is set  to MAPPING.

Valid valuesValid values:

path

header

query

formData

ExampleExample:

     ...
      parameters:
        - name: swaggerHeader
          in: header
          required: false
          type: number
          format: double
          minimum: 0.1
          maximum: 0.5
          x-aliyun-apigateway-backend-location: query
          x-aliyun-apigateway-backend-name: backendQuery
      ...
                        

1.9 x-aliyun-apigat eway-backend-name: backend paramet er name1.9 x-aliyun-apigat eway-backend-name: backend paramet er name
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Applies to Parameter Object  and specifies the name of a parameter in a request  sent to a backend
service. This extension takes effects only when  x-aliyun-apigateway-parameter-handling  is set  to

MAPPING.

ExampleExample:

      ...
      parameters:
        - name: swaggerHeader
          in: header
          required: false
          type: number
          format: double
          minimum: 0.1
          maximum: 0.5
          x-aliyun-apigateway-backend-location: query
          x-aliyun-apigateway-backend-name: backendQuery
      ...
                        

1.10 x-aliyun-apigat eway-query-schema: model def init ion f or query paramet ers1.10 x-aliyun-apigat eway-query-schema: model def init ion f or query paramet ers

Applies to Parameter Object  and defines a model for query parameters. This extension can be used
when a parameter is of the STRING type and is defined as a query parameter.

ExampleExample:

      ...
      parameters:
        - name: event_info                                
          in: query
          required: true
          type: string
          x-aliyun-apigateway-query-schema:
            $ref: "#/definitions/EvnetInfo"
      ...
                        

1.11 x-aliyun-apigat eway-any-met hod: ANY met hod1.11 x-aliyun-apigat eway-any-met hod: ANY met hod

Applies to Path Item Object  and specifies the HTTP method, by using which you can call APIs.

ExampleExample:

...
paths:
  'path/':
     x-aliyun-apigateway-any-method:
     ...
...
                        

1.12 x-aliyun-apigat eway-app-code-t ype: AppCode-based simple aut hent icat ion1.12 x-aliyun-apigat eway-app-code-t ype: AppCode-based simple aut hent icat ion
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Applies to Operation Object  and specifies whether an API supports AppCode-based simple
authentication.

Valid valuesValid values:

DEFAULT: AppCode-based simple authentication is supported by default .

DISABLE: AppCode-based simple authentication is disabled.

HEADER: AppCode is carried in the header of a request.

HEADER_QUERY: AppCode is carried in the header of a request  or in a query parameter.

ExampleExample:

...
paths:
  'path/':
    get:
      x-aliyun-apigateway-app-code-type: HEADER
...
                        

2. Compatibility2. Compatibility
API Gateway and Swagger specificat ions define APIs in different ways.

2.1 Comparison of  t he paramet er t ypes in Swagger and API Gat eway2.1 Comparison of  t he paramet er t ypes in Swagger and API Gat eway

Paramet er t ype in SwaggerParamet er t ype in Swagger Paramet er t ype in APIParamet er t ype in API
Gat ewayGat eway

Support ed verif icat ionSupport ed verif icat ion
paramet er and ruleparamet er and rule

type:integer

format:int32
Int

mininum

maxnum

type:integer

format:int64
Long

mininum

maxnum

type:number

format:float
Float

mininum

maxnum

type:number

format:double
Doulbe

mininum

maxnum

type:string String

maxLength

enumValues

pattern
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type:boolean

format:Boolean
Boolean -

Paramet er t ype in SwaggerParamet er t ype in Swagger Paramet er t ype in APIParamet er t ype in API
Gat ewayGat eway

Support ed verif icat ionSupport ed verif icat ion
paramet er and ruleparamet er and rule

2.2 Support  f or t he consumes f ield2.2 Support  f or t he consumes f ield

If a Swagger configuration file contains FormData parameters, the consumes field must be configured.
In API Gateway, this f ield can only be set  to  application/x-www-form-urlencoded .

consumes:
  - application/x-www-form-urlencoded
                        

3. Swagger extension examples3. Swagger extension examples
This sect ion provides four examples of Swagger extensions for API Gateway. The examples cover
pract ically all aspects of the Swagger extensions. You can refer to these examples when you define API
entit ies based on the Swagger extensions.

Not eNot e

The examples are for reference only.

3.1 Example wit h HT T P as t he backend service t ype3.1 Example wit h HT T P as t he backend service t ype

swagger: '2.0'
basePath: /
info:
  version: '0.9'
  title: Aliyun Api Gateway Swagger Sample
schemes:
  - http
  - https
x-aliyun-apigateway-paramater-handling: MAPPING
x-aliyun-apigateway-api-market-enable: true
x-aliyun-apigateway-api-force-nonce-check: true
x-aliyun-apigateway-backend:
  type: HTTP
  address: 'http://www.aliyun.com'
  method: get
  timeout: 10000
paths:
  '/http/get/mapping/{userId}':
    get:
      operationId: case1
      schemes:
        - http
        - https
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        - https
      x-aliyun-apigateway-parameter-handling: MAPPING
      x-aliyun-apigateway-api-market-enable: true
      x-aliyun-apigateway-auth-type: ANONYMOUS
      parameters:
        - name: userId
          in: path
          required: true
          type: string
        - name: swaggerQuery
          in: query
          required: false
          default: '123465'
          type: integer
          format: int32
          minimum: 0
          maximum: 100
        - name: swaggerHeader
          in: header
          required: false
          type: number
          format: double
          minimum: 0.1
          maximum: 0.5
          x-aliyun-apigateway-backend-location: query
          x-aliyun-apigateway-backend-name: backendQuery
      x-aliyun-apigateway-constant-parameters:
        - backendName: swaggerConstant
          value: swaggerConstant
          location: header
          description: description of swagger
      x-aliyun-apigateway-system-parameters:
        - systemName: CaAppId
          backendName: appId
          location: header
      responses:
        '200':
          description: 200 description
        '400':
          description: 400 description
  '/echo/test/post/{userId}':
    post:
      operationId: testpost
      schemes:
        - http
        - https
      x-aliyun-apigateway-parameter-handling: MAPPING
      x-aliyun-apigateway-backend:
        type: HTTP
        address: 'http://www.aliyun.com'
        method: post
        timeout: 10000
      consumes:
        - application/x-www-form-urlencoded
      parameters:
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      parameters:
        - name: userId
          required: true
          in: path
          type: string
        - name: swaggerQuery1
          in: query
          required: false
          default: '123465'
          type: integer
          format: int32
          minimum: 0
          maximum: 100
          x-aliyun-apigateway-enum: 1,2,3
        - name: swaggerQuery2
          in: query
          required: false
          type: string
          x-aliyun-apigateway-backend-location: header
          x-aliyun-apigateway-backend-name: backendHeader
          x-aliyun-apigateway-query-schema:
            $ref: '#/definitions/AiGeneratePicQueryVO'
        - name: swaggerHeader
          in: header
          required: false
          type: number
          format: double
          minimum: 0.1
          maximum: 0.5
          x-aliyun-apigateway-backend-location: query
          x-aliyun-apigateway-backend-name: backendQuery
        - name: swaggerFormdata
          in: formData
          required: true
          type: string
      responses:
        '200':
          description: 200 description
          schema:
            $ref: '#/definitions/ResultOfGeneratePicturesVO'
        '400':
          description: 400 description
    x-aliyun-apigateway-any-method:
      operationId: case2
      schemes:
        - http
        - https
      x-aliyun-apigateway-parameter-handling: MAPPING
      x-aliyun-apigateway-backend:
        type: HTTP
        address: 'http://www.aliyun.com'
        path: '/builtin/echo/{abc}'
        method: post
        timeout: 10000
      parameters:
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      parameters:
        - name: userId
          in: path
          required: false
          default: '123465'
          type: integer
          format: int32
          minimum: 0
          maximum: 100
          x-aliyun-apigateway-backend-name: abc
          x-aliyun-apigateway-backend-location: path
      responses:
        '200':
          description: 200 description
        '400':
          description: 400 description
definitions:
  AiGeneratePicQueryVO:
    type: object
    properties:
      transactionId:
        type: string
        description: asynchronous task ID
  GeneratePictureVO:
    type: object
    properties:
      id:
        type: integer
        format: int64
        description: image ID
      name:
        type: string
        description: image name
  GeneratePicturesVO:
    type: object
    properties:
      failSize:
        type: integer
        format: int64
        description: number of failures
      list:
        type: array
        description: image list
        items:
          $ref: '#/definitions/GeneratePictureVO'
          title: GeneratePictureVO
      successSize:
        type: integer
        format: int32
        description: number of successes
      totalSize:
        type: number
        format: float
        description: total number of requests
  ResultOfGeneratePicturesVO:
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  ResultOfGeneratePicturesVO:
    type: object
    properties:
      model:
        description: returned content
        $ref: '#/definitions/GeneratePicturesVO'
        title: GeneratePicturesVO
      requestId:
        type: string
        description: request ID
                        

3.2 Example wit h HT T P-VPC as t he backend service t ype3.2 Example wit h HT T P-VPC as t he backend service t ype

swagger: '2.0'
basePath: /
info:
  version: '0.9'
  title: Aliyun Api Gateway Swagger Sample
schemes:
  - http
  - https
paths:
  '/http/get/mapping/{userId}':
    get:
      operationId: case1
      schemes:
        - http
        - https
      x-aliyun-apigateway-parameter-handling: MAPPING
      x-aliyun-apigateway-backend:
        type: HTTP-VPC
        vpcAccessName: vpcName1
        path: '/builtin/echo/{userId}'
        method: get
        timeout: 10000
      parameters:
        - name: userId
          in: path
          required: true
          type: string
        - name: swaggerQuery
          in: query
          required: false
          default: '123465'
          type: integer
          format: int32
          minimum: 0
          maximum: 100
        - name: swaggerHeader
          in: header
          required: false
          type: number
          format: double
          minimum: 0.1
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          minimum: 0.1
          maximum: 0.5
          x-aliyun-apigateway-backend-location: query
          x-aliyun-apigateway-backend-name: backendQuery
      responses:
        '200':
          description: 200 description
        '400':
          description: 400 description
  '/echo/test/post':
    post:
      operationId: testpost
      schemes:
        - http
        - https
      x-aliyun-apigateway-parameter-handling: MAPPING
      x-aliyun-apigateway-backend:
        type: HTTP-VPC
        vpcAccessName: vpcName2
        path: '/builtin/echo'
        method: post
        timeout: 10000
      consumes:
        - application/x-www-form-urlencoded
      parameters:
        - name: swaggerQuery1
          in: query
          required: false
          default: '123465'
          type: integer
          format: int32
          minimum: 0
          maximum: 100
        - name: swaggerQuery2
          in: query
          required: false
          type: string
          x-aliyun-apigateway-backend-location: header
          x-aliyun-apigateway-backend-name: backendHeader
        - name: swaggerHeader
          in: header
          required: false
          type: number
          format: double
          minimum: 0.1
          maximum: 0.5
          x-aliyun-apigateway-backend-location: query
          x-aliyun-apigateway-backend-name: backendQuery
        - name: swaggerFormdata
          in: formData
          required: true
          type: string
      responses:
        '200':
          description: 200 description
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          description: 200 description
        '400':
          description: 400 description
    x-aliyun-apigateway-any-method:
      operationId: case2
      schemes:
        - http
        - https
      x-aliyun-apigateway-parameter-handling: PASSTHROUGH
      x-aliyun-apigateway-backend:
        type: HTTP-VPC
        vpcAccessName: vpcName3
        path: '/builtin/echo'
        method: post
        timeout: 10000
      responses:
        '200':
          description: 200 description
        '400':
          description: 400 description
                        

3.3 Example wit h Funct ion Comput e as t he backend service t ype3.3 Example wit h Funct ion Comput e as t he backend service t ype
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swagger: '2.0'
basePath: /
info:
  version: '0.9'
  title: Aliyun Api Gateway Swagger Sample
schemes:
  - http
  - https
paths:
  '/http/get/mapping/{userId}':
    get:
      operationId: case1
      schemes:
        - http
        - https
      x-aliyun-apigateway-parameter-handling: MAPPING
      x-aliyun-apigateway-backend:
        type: FC
        fcRegion: cn-shanghai
        serviceName: fcService
        functionName: fcFunction
        arn: acs:ram::111111111:role/aliyunapigatewayaccessingfcrole
      parameters:
        - name: userId
          in: path
          required: true
          type: string
      responses:
        '200':
          description: 200 description
        '400':
          description: 400 description
                        

3.4 Example wit h Mock as t he backend service t ype3.4 Example wit h Mock as t he backend service t ype
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swagger: '2.0'
basePath: /
info:
  version: '0.9'
  title: Aliyun Api Gateway Swagger Sample
schemes:
  - http
paths:
  '/mock/get/mapping/{userId}':
    get:
      operationId: case1
      schemes:
        - http
        - https
      x-aliyun-apigateway-parameter-handling: MAPPING
      x-aliyun-apigateway-backend:
        type: MOCK
        mockResult: mock resul sample
        mockStatusCode: 200
        mockHeaders:
          - name: server
            value: mock
          - name: proxy
            value: GW
      parameters:
        - name: userId
          in: path
          required: true
          type: string
      responses:
        '200':
          description: 200 description
        '400':
          description: 400 description
                        

4. Usage notes4. Usage notes
Pay at t ent ion t o t he f ollowing inst ruct ions, which may af f ect  Swagger import ing.Pay at t ent ion t o t he f ollowing inst ruct ions, which may af f ect  Swagger import ing.

4.1 Support  f or global scope4.1 Support  f or global scope

x-aliyun-apigateway-backend

x-aliyun-apigateway-api-market-enable

x-aliyun-apigateway-api-force-nonce-check

x-aliyun-apigateway-parameter-handling

x-aliyun-apigateway-auth-type

4.2 Descript ion of  t he Def init ion f ield in Swagger4.2 Descript ion of  t he Def init ion f ield in Swagger
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Swagger import ing support s model def init ion, which dif f ers f rom t hat  in t he originalSwagger import ing support s model def init ion, which dif f ers f rom t hat  in t he original
Swagger specif icat ions.Swagger specif icat ions. Model definit ion is used to generate SDKs. The following limits are added to
the original Swagger specificat ions:

The schema tag only supports the $ref type.

The model in the Definit ion field only supports model definit ion of the object  type.

An array is defined in the model of the Definit ion field. If  $ref is used for a reference, the t it le tag is
required. If  an array type is specified, an array list  is also generated during the generation of SDKs.
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This topic describes how to create a high-availability backend service. Elast ic Compute Service (ECS)
instances and Server Load Balancer (SLB) instances in a Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) can be used as
backend services of API operations.

OverviewOverview
Alibaba Cloud VPC allows you to build an isolated network and customize IP address ranges, CIDR
blocks, route tables, and gateways for the network. API Gateway allows you to create API operations
for resources that are deployed in VPCs. To use a resource in a VPC as the backend service of an API
operation, you must first  authorize API Gateway to access the resource.

1. Authorize API Gateway to access resources in a VPC1. Authorize API Gateway to access resources in a VPC
To create an API operation for a resource that is deployed in a VPC, you must first  authorize API
Gateway to access the resource. To authorize API Gateway to a resource, you must specify the resource
and an access port, such as port  443 of an SLB instance or port  80 of an ECS instance.

After authorization, API Gateway can access the resource in the VPC over the specified port.

The authorization only allows API Gateway to access the resources in the VPC to call API operations.

API Gateway can access only resources that it  has permissions to access over an authorized port. For
example, if  you authorize API Gateway to use only port  80 of an SLB instance in a VPC, API Gateway
can access this SLB instance only over port  80.

ECS instances and SLB instances in VPCs can be used as backend services of API operations.

ECS instance: When you create VPC access authorization, enter the ID or private IP address of the ECS
instance in the Instance Id Or IP field in the Create VPC Access dialog box.

SLB instance: Only internal SLB instances are supported. When you create VPC access authorization,
enter the ID or private IP address of the SLB instance in the Instance Id Or IP field in the Create VPC
Access dialog box.

2. Build an HA architecture2. Build an HA architecture
To build an HA architecture, we recommend that you use an internal SLB instance as the backend
service of an API operation. The SLB instance can be used to distribute access traffic to mult iple ECS
instances based on the forwarding policy. This improves the overall system performance and availability
of applications.

6.Use a resource in a VPC as the6.Use a resource in a VPC as the
backend service of an API operationbackend service of an API operation
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2.1 Creat e inst ances in a VPC2.1 Creat e inst ances in a VPC

Purchase and create SLB and ECS instances in a VPC. In this example, the SLB instance listens to port  80
of ECS instances, and the ECS instances are deployed in NGINX.

The following figure shows the details of the internal SLB instance.

2.2 Aut horize API Gat eway t o access t he VPC2.2 Aut horize API Gat eway t o access t he VPC

Log on to the API Gateway console. In the left-side navigation pane, choose Publish APIs > VPC Access.
On the VPC Access List  page, click Create VPC Access. In the Create VPC Access dialog box, configure the
required parameters.

VPC Access Name: the name of the current authorization entry. You need to select  this name when you
configure an API operation. To facilitate subsequent management, make sure that the name is unique in
API Gateway.
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2.3 Creat e an API operat ion2.3 Creat e an API operat ion

The procedure for creating an API operation with a service in a VPC as the backend service is the same
as that for creating an API operation with HTTP or Function Compute as the backend service. For more
information, see Create an API operation.

For more information about application creation and authorization, see Create an API operation with a
service in a VPC as the backend service.

2.4 T est  t he API operat ion2.4 T est  t he API operat ion

You can test  the API operation by using one of the following methods:

Debug the API operation

Download the SDK

Call an API operation by using an AppCode

2.5 Securit y2.5 Securit y

API Gateway calls backend services in a VPC over an internal network. If  you require higher security or
your internal SLB instance has a blacklist  and whitelist , you must add outbound IP addresses of API
Gateway to the whitelist . For more information about SLB blacklist  and whitelist  sett ings, see Enable
access control.

If  you have configured a security group for ECS instances, you must add a security group rule to allow
the outbound IP addresses of API Gateway. For information about how to add security group rules for
ECS instances, see Add security group rules.

For information about how to obtain the outbound IP addresses of API Gateway, see Create an API
operation with a resource in a VPC as the backend service.
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FAQFAQ
1. Does API Gat eway support  public SLB inst ances?1. Does API Gat eway support  public SLB inst ances?

No, API Gateway supports only internal SLB instances when it  calls SLB instances over an internal
network. If  API Gateway needs to call SLB instances over the Internet, you can create an API operation
with HTTP or HTTPS as the backend service.

2. Can I aut horize API Gat eway t o access mult iple VPCs?2. Can I aut horize API Gat eway t o access mult iple VPCs?

Yes. If  you need to use mult iple resources that are deployed in mult iple VPCs as backend services, you
can create mult iple authorization entries in the API Gateway console to authorize API Gateway to
access these VPCs.

3. Why am I unable t o aut horize API Gat eway t o access a VPC?3. Why am I unable t o aut horize API Gat eway t o access a VPC?

If you are unable to authorize API Gateway to access a VPC, check whether the ID of the VPC, the ID of
the instance on which the backend service is deployed, and the port  number that you entered are
correct. Make sure that the authorization entry is created in the region where the VPC resides.

4. Is t he securit y of  my VPC af f ect ed af t er I aut horize API Gat eway t o access my VPC?4. Is t he securit y of  my VPC af f ect ed af t er I aut horize API Gat eway t o access my VPC?

No, the security of your VPC is not affected.

API Gateway can call resources in your VPC only after you authorize it  to access your VPC.

Only the API operation that you authorized can call the resources in your VPC.

You can configure access control policies for ECS and SLB instances that are used as backend services.

5. Does API Gat eway support  VPCs in dif f erent  regions?5. Does API Gat eway support  VPCs in dif f erent  regions?

Yes. You can use Cloud Enterprise Network (CEN) to allow API Gateway to access VPCs in different
regions.
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Function Compute is an event-driven compute service. Functions are event-driven, that is, when an
event occurs, the event triggers the execution of the corresponding function. API Gateway is an event
source for Function Compute. After API Gateway receives a request  for an API operation that uses
Function Compute as the backend service, API Gateway triggers the execution of the corresponding
function in Function Compute and Function Compute sends the execution result  to API Gateway.

Based on the integration with Function Compute, API Gateway allows you to provide API operations in a
secure manner and supports features such as authentication, thrott ling, and data conversion. For more
information, see Features.

How it  worksHow it  works
After API Gateway receives a request  for an API operation with Function Compute as the backend
service, API Gateway converts the request  parameters to key-value pairs in the map format and sends
the request  to Function Compute. Function Compute handles the request  and returns a response in a
specific output format to API Gateway. The response includes information such as the status code,
header, and body, as shown in the following figure. API Gateway maps the information in the response
that is returned by Function Compute to the status code, header, and body of an API response, and
returns the API response to the client.

Input  f ormat  of  request  paramet ers in each API request  t hat  API Gat eway sends t oInput  f ormat  of  request  paramet ers in each API request  t hat  API Gat eway sends t o
Funct ion Comput eFunct ion Comput e

After API Gateway receives a request  for an API operation with Function Compute as the backend
service, API Gateway converts request  parameters in the request  to key-value pairs in the map format.
Then, API Gateway passes the key-value pairs to Function Compute as the value of the event
parameter to trigger the execution of the corresponding function. Function Compute obtains required
parameters from the key-values pairs that are sent from API Gateway, as shown in the following code
snippet:

7.Use Function Compute as the7.Use Function Compute as the
backend service of an API operationbackend service of an API operation
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{
 "path":"api request path",
 "httpMethod":"request method name",
 "headers":{all headers,including system headers},
 "queryParameters":{query parameters},
 "pathParameters":{path parameters},
 "body":"string of request payload",
 "isBase64Encoded":"true|false, indicate if the body is Base64-encode"
}

If  the value of  "isBase64Encoded"  is  "true" , the body content that API Gateway sent to
Function Compute is Base64-encoded. To trigger the corresponding function, Function Compute
needs to perform Base64 decoding on the body content first .

If  the value of  "isBase64Encoded"  is  "false" , API Gateway did not perform Base64 encoding on
the body content that was sent to Function Compute.

Out put  f ormat  of  t he response t hat  Funct ion Comput e sends t o API Gat ewayOut put  f ormat  of  t he response t hat  Funct ion Comput e sends t o API Gat eway

Function Compute sends the execution result  of the corresponding function to API Gateway in the JSON
format, as shown in the following code snippet. API Gateway will parse the response that Function
Compute returns.

{
 "isBase64Encoded":true|false,
 "statusCode":httpStatusCode,
 "headers":{response headers},
 "body":"..."
}

If  the body content of the response is binary data, Function Compute needs to perform Base64
encoding on the body content. The value of  "isBase64Encoded"  is  "true"  in the response that
is sent to API Gateway. If  Function Compute does not need to perform Base64 encoding on the body
content of the response, the value of  "isBase64Encoded"  is  "false" . If  the value of  "isBase6
4Encoded"  is  "true"  in the response that is sent from Function Compute, API Gateway performs
Base64 decoding on the body content of the response before API Gateway sends the mapped API
response to the client.

In the Node.js environment, Function Compute constructs a callback parameter based on different
execution results:

If  the result  to be sent to API Gateway is a success response, the value of the callback parameter is
in the following format: callback{null,{"statusCode":200,"body":"..."}}.

If  the result  to be sent to API Gateway is an exception, the value of the callback parameter is in the
following format: callback{new Error('internal server error'),null}.

If  the result  to be sent to API Gateway is an error response that is caused by the client 's request,
the value of the callback parameter is in the following format: callback{null,
{"statusCode":400,"body":"param error"}}.

If  Function Compute returns a response that is not in the required format, API Gateway returns an
error message "503 Service Unavailable" to the client.

ProcedureProcedure
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To create an API operation with Function Compute as the backend service in API Gateway, perform the
following steps:

1. Create a function in the Function Compute console.

2. Create an API operation with Function Compute as the backend service in the API Gateway console.

3. Debug the API operation.

4. Publish the API operation to the production environment.

Create a function in the Function Compute consoleCreate a function in the Function Compute console
1. Create a service. Log on to the Function Compute console. Select  a region where you want to

create the service and function in the top navigation bar. Click Service/Funct ionService/Funct ion in the left-side
navigation pane. On the Service/Function page, click the drop-down arrow next  to Create Function
and click Creat e ServiceCreat e Service. On the page that appears, set  relevant parameters. Note that after a
service is created, you cannot change the region where the service resides. Proceed with caution
when you select  a region.

2. Create a function in the service you created. After you create the service, the service appears on
the Service/Function page. Select  the service and click Creat e Funct ionCreat e Funct ion. The Create Function
wizard appears.
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i. In the Create Function step, click Template Function in the Function Type sect ion and select  a
function template.

The Function Compute console provides the api-gateway-nodejs6 template for you to create
a function as the backend service of an API operation in Node.js 6.

If  the api-gateway-nodejs6 template is not applicable to your business scenario, click EventEvent
Funct ionFunct ion in the Function Type sect ion. If  you create an event function, you must upload your
own code in the runtime environment of the function. We recommend that you prepare your
code in advance.

ii. For information about how to write code for a function, see Programming Languages.

Create and configure an API operation with Function Compute as theCreate and configure an API operation with Function Compute as the
backend servicebackend service
After you create the function in the Function Compute console, you must create an API operation with
Function Compute as the backend service in the API Gateway console.

1. Log on to the API Gateway console.

2. In the left-side navigation pane, choose Publish APIs > API Groups. Select  a region in the top
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navigation bar and click Create Group. If  you have created an API group, skip this step.

Not e Not e If  the region where you created the API group is not the same region where you
created the service in Function Compute, API Gateway will access the service in Function
Compute by using the Internet. If  you need high data security and low network latency, select
the region where you created the service in Function Compute when you create the API group
in API Gateway.

After the API Group is created, you can find it  on the Group List  page and click View Stages in the
Operation column. On the Stage Management page, you can configure environment variables for
the API group. API Gateway supports three environments: Test, Pre, and Release. To prevent
environment switch from changing the backend service address of an API operation, you can
configure an environment variable to implement automatic routing of API requests. For more
information about how to configure environment variables, see Configure different environments
for an API operation.

3. Create and configure an API operation.
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i. On the Group List  page, find the API group you created and click View APIs in the Operation
column. The API List  page of the API group appears.

ii. Click Create API. The Create API wizard appears.

iii. In the Basic Information step, configure basic information for the API operation and click Next.

iv. In the Define API Request  step, configure request  information for the API operation and click
Next.

Not e Not e If  you set  Request  Mode to Request  Parameter Passthrough, API Gateway
does not handle request  parameters in each API request  and directly forwards the request
to Function Compute.
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v. In the Define API Backend Service step, configure a backend service for the API operation and
click Next.

Not e Not e In this step, set  Backend Service Type to FunctionCompute. In the Service
Name field, enter the name of the service that you created in the Function Compute
console. In the Function Name field, enter the name of the function that you created in
the Function Compute console. Click Get Authorization next  to the Role Arn field. If  this is
the first  t ime you create an API operation with Function Compute as the backend service,
the Auto Authorize message appears after you click Get Authorization. Click Authorize in
the message. The Cloud Resource Access Authorization page appears. Click Confirm
Authorization Policy. Go back to the Define API Backend Service step in the API Gateway
console. Click Get Authorization again. A value is automatically entered in the Role Arn
field.
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vi. In the Define Response step, configure response information for the API operation and click
Create.

Not e Not e You must enter a sample response in the Sample of Returned Results f ield. For
information about the response format, see Output format of the response that Function
Compute sends to API Gateway.

For more information about how to create an API operation, see Create an API operation.

Debug the API operationDebug the API operation
After the configurations of the API operation are completed, you are navigated to the **API List**
page. To debug the API operation, perform the following steps:

1. Find the API operation you created and click its name or click ManageManage in the Operation column. The
API Def init ionAPI Def init ion page appears.

2. In the left-side navigation pane, click Debug APIDebug API.

3. On the page that appears, specify request  parameters in the Request  Parameters sect ion and click
Send RequestSend Request .

A result  appears on the right of the page.

If  the result  is a success response, the API operation can be called.

If  the result  includes an error code that starts with the digit  4 or 5, an error occurred in the process of
calling the API operation. For more information, see How to obtain the error message and Error code
table.
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4. Publish the API operation to the staging environment for test ing.

After the debugging proves the API operation available, go back to the API Def init ionAPI Def init ion page. Click
Deploy in the upper-right corner. In the Deploy API dialog box, select  PrePre to publish the API operation
to the staging environment. Then, simulate a user call. Call the API operation by using the default
second-level domain name that is automatically bound to the API group to which the API operation
belongs.

Not e:Not e: If  you have configured an environment variable for the API operation, you must add the key-
value pair  X-Ca-Stage: PRE  in the request  header when you call the API operation in the staging
environment.

Publish the API operation to the production environmentPublish the API operation to the production environment
After the API operation is debugged and proved to be ready for use, you can publish the API operation
to the production environment.

1. On the API List  page, find the API operation you created and click its name or click ManageManage in the
Operation column. The API Def init ionAPI Def init ion page appears.

2. Click DeployDeploy in the upper-right corner. The Deploy APIDeploy API dialog box appears.

3. Set  the Select  The Stage To Release To parameter to ReleaseRelease, enter your remarks, and then click
DeployDeploy.

After you publish the API operation to the production environment, other users can call the API
operation.
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For more information about how to publish an API operation, see Create an API operation with HTTP as
the backend service.

Sample codeSample code
The following code snippets are samples of a function, an API request, and an API response,
respectively.

Sample code of a functionSample code of a function
The following code snippet is the sample code for configuring a function in Function Compute:
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module.exports.handler = function(event, context, callback) {
    var responseCode = 200;
    console.log("request: " + JSON.stringify(event.toString()));
    // Convert an event to a JSON object.
    event=JSON.parse(event.toString());
    var isBase64Encoded=false;
 // Construct a response body based on the status code that is specified in a request. Diff
erent response bodies are constructed based on different status codes.
    if (event.queryParameters ! == null && event.queryParameters ! == undefined) {
        if (event.queryParameters.httpStatus ! == undefined && event.queryParameters.httpSt
atus ! == null && event.queryParameters.httpStatus ! == "") {
            console.log("Received http status: " + event.queryParameters.httpStatus);
            responseCode = event.queryParameters.httpStatus;
        }
    }
    // If the body content of the event parameter is Base64-encoded, perform Base64 decodin
g on the body content.
    if(event.body! ==null&&event.body! ==undefined){
     if(event.isBase64Encoded! ==null&&event.isBase64Encoded! ==undefined&&event.isBase64En
coded){
      event.body=new Buffer(event.body,'base64').toString();
     }
    }
    // The value of the event parameter is the content that API Gateway sends to Function C
ompute.
    var responseBody = {
        message: "Hello World!",
        input: event
    };
 // Perform Base64 encoding on the body content of the response if needed.
    var base64EncodeStr=new Buffer(JSON.stringify(responseBody)).toString('base64');
 // Return the response in the following format to API Gateway. The value of the isBase64En
coded parameter depends on whether the body content of the response is Base64-encoded.
    var response = {
  isBase64Encoded:true,
  statusCode: responseCode,
  headers: {
  "x-custom-header" : "header value"
  },
  body: base64EncodeStr
    };
    console.log("response: " + JSON.stringify(response));
    callback(null, response);
}; 

Sample code of an API requestSample code of an API request
In this sample, the POST method is used to call an API operation whose request  path is the following
string:

/fc/test/invoke/[type] 
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POST http://test.alicloudapi.com/fc/test/invoke/test?param1=aaa&param2=bbb
"X-Ca-Signature-Headers":"X-Ca-Timestamp,X-Ca-Version,X-Ca-Key,X-Ca-Stage",
"X-Ca-Signature":"TnoBldxxRHrFferGlzzkGcQsaezK+ZzySloKqCOsv2U=",
"X-Ca-Stage":"RELEASE",
"X-Ca-Timestamp":"1496652763510",
"Content-Type":"application/x-www-form-urlencoded; charset=utf-8",
"X-Ca-Version":"1",
"User-Agent":"Apache-HttpClient\/4.1.2 (java 1.6)",
"Host":"test.alicloudapi.com",
"X-Ca-Key":"testKey",
"Date":"Mon, 05 Jun 2017 08:52:43 GMT","Accept":"application/json",
"headerParam":"testHeader"
{"bodyParam":"testBody"} 

Sample code of an API responseSample code of an API response

200
Date: Mon, 05 Jun 2017 08:52:43 GMT
Content-Type: application/json; charset=UTF-8
Content-Length: 429
Access-Control-Allow-Origin: *
Access-Control-Allow-Methods: GET,POST,PUT,DELETE,HEAD,OPTIONS , PATCH
Access-Control-Allow-Headers: X-Requested-With, X-Sequence,X-Ca-Key,X-Ca-Secret,X-Ca-Versio
n,X-Ca-Timestamp,X-Ca-Nonce,X-Ca-API-Key,X-Ca-Stage,X-Ca-Client-DeviceId,X-Ca-Client-AppId,
X-Ca-Signature,X-Ca-Signature-Headers,X-Forwarded-For,X-Ca-Date,X-Ca-Request-Mode,Authoriza
tion,Content-Type,Accept,Accept-Ranges,Cache-Control,Range,Content-MD5
Access-Control-Max-Age: 172800
X-Ca-Request-Id: 16E9D4B5-3A1C-445A-BEF1-4AD8E31434EC
x-custom-header: header value
{"message":"Hello World!","input":{"body":"{\"bodyParam\":\"testBody\"}","headers":{"X-Ca-A
pi-Gateway":"16E9D4B5-3A1C-445A-BEF1-4AD8E31434EC","headerParam":"testHeader","X-Forwarded-
For":"100.81.146.152","Content-Type":"application/x-www-form-urlencoded; charset=UTF-8"},"h
ttpMethod":"POST","isBase64Encoded":false,"path":"/fc/test/invoke/test","pathParameters":{"
type":"test"},"queryParameters":{"param1":"aaa","param2":"bbb"}}}
 

FAQFAQ

Why am I unable to use a function that I created in FunctionWhy am I unable to use a function that I created in Function
Compute as the backend service of an API operation in API Gateway?Compute as the backend service of an API operation in API Gateway?
When you create an API operation with Function Compute as the backend service, make sure that the
service name and function name you entered are the same as the names of the service and function
that you created in the Function Compute console.

Can I use multiple functions as the backend service of an APICan I use multiple functions as the backend service of an API
operation?operation?
No, you cannot use mult iple functions as the backend service of an API operation. For each API
operation with Function Compute as the backend service, you can configure only one function as the
backend service of the API operation.
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A project  is typically developed by mult iple partners who work together toward a specific goal. The
interdependence among various stakeholders often restricts individual members during the process, and
misunderstandings may affect  the development process or even delay the project  schedule. Mock can
be used early in the project  development cycle to simulate act ivit ies and project  results. This can
greatly reduce miscommunication and misunderstanding among team members in the project
development and greatly improve the development efficiency. API Gateway allows you to use Mock as
the backend service of an API operation, which requires simple configurations.

Configure MockConfigure Mock
In the Define API Backend Service step of the Create API wizard, set  Backend Service Type to Mock and
complete relevant configurations.

1. Specif y a Mock response1. Specif y a Mock response

Enter a response in the Mock Result  f ield. The response will be returned for all requests for the current
API operation. You can specify a Mock response in various formats, including JSON, XML, and text. The
following code snippet is a sample of a Mock response:

{
    "result": {
        "title": " Mock test for API Gateway",
        ...
    }
}

After you create an API operation that uses Mock as the backend service, you can publish the API
operation to the test  or production environment. You can also go to the debugging page to debug the
API operation.

2. Specif y t he HT T P st at us code2. Specif y t he HT T P st at us code

The following table lists the valid HTTP status codes. HTTP/1.1 status codes are supported. If  you
enter a code that is not in the following table, a message appears in red next  to the HTTP Status Code
field, indicating that the code you entered is invalid.

HTTP status code HTTP message

200 OK

201 Created

202 Accepted

8.Use Mock as the backend service8.Use Mock as the backend service
of an API operationof an API operation
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203 Non-Authoritative Information

204 No Content

205 Reset Content

206 Partial Content

300 Multiple Choices

301 Moved Permanently

302 Found

303 See Other

304 Not Modified

305 Use Proxy

306 (Unused)

307 Temporary Redirect

400 Bad Request

401 Unauthorized

402 Payment Required

403 Forbidden

404 Not Found

405 Method Not Allowed

406 Not Acceptable

407 Proxy Authentication Required

408 Request T imeout

409 Conflict

410 Gone

411 Length Required

412 Precondition Failed

413 Request Entity Too Large

HTTP status code HTTP message
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414 Request-URI Too Long

415 Unsupported Media Type

416 Requested Range Not Satisfiable

417 Expectation Failed

450 Parameter Required

451 Method Connect Exception

500 Internal Server Error

501 Not Implemented

502 Bad Gateway

503 Service Unavailable

504 Gateway T imeout

505 HTTP Version Not Supported

HTTP status code HTTP message

3. Specif y Mock header f ields3. Specif y Mock header f ields

API Gateway supports custom Mock header fields and duplicate header field names. A header field
name cannot be empty and can contain digits, letters, underscores (_), and hyphens (-). The value of a
header field cannot be empty.

Remove MockRemove Mock
To remove Mock as the backend service of an API operation, you only need to configure a different
backend service for the API operation. The configurations of Mock will be retained, so that you can st ill
switch to Mock if  needed. After you change the backend service of the API operation, the change takes
effect  only after you publish the API operation.
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Data services are designed to build a uniform data service bus to help enterprises increase the value of
their data assets as well as guarantee data reliability, security, and effect iveness. Data services are
applicable to the following scenarios:

Provide data externally at  the minimum necessary unit: When an enterprise needs to provide its
business data externally, API operations can be defined to provide data at  the row level based on
filter condit ions in SQL statements, and also at  the column level based on specific f ields. Compared
with providing a whole table, this exposes the smallest  unit  of data and ensures data security.

Provide data for visualization tools: Most  visualization tools support  obtaining data from data
sources by calling API operations. Instead of using a username and a password to connect a
visualization tool to your database, you can provide data for a visualization tool by calling API
operations in the tool. This is an easier way of data sourcing and avoids account exposure.

Provide processed data for applications: After data is processed and summarized by using a data
development tool, API operations can be defined and provided for applications to read and use
processed data. If  the logic of data reading needs to be modified, users only need to modify the
query logic for the corresponding API operation and do not need to republish the application.

API Gateway can integrate with the following Alibaba Cloud services to provide data services:

Big data service: DataWorks. For information about how to use API operations in the DataWorks
console, see DataService studio overview.

Big data service: Dataphin. For information about how to use API operations in the Dataphin console,
see Data services.

Database service: Data Management Service (DMS). For information about how to use API operations
in the DMS console, see DataService StudioData API.

9.Create API operations for data9.Create API operations for data
servicesservices
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Alibaba Cloud Machine Learning Platform for AI (PAI) provides an all-in-one solut ion for both tradit ional
machine learning and deep learning. This platform integrates data processing, model training, service
deployment, and online predict ion. The deployment of an online predict ion service is an important step
of applying algorithm models to actual business. To help users apply algorithms from end to end, PAI
provides Elast ic Algorithm Service (EAS) to support  online predict ion services that are used in scenarios
where online inference is involved.

EAS allows you to publish models to API Gateway by using RESTful API operations. Models that are
published to API Gateway can be called in business systems by using HTTP requests. For information
about how to publish models to API Gateway, see Model Calling Methods.

10.Create API operations for an10.Create API operations for an
online prediction serviceonline prediction service
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Not eNot e

This topic applies only to shared instances and dedicated instances of the VPC type. This topic
does not apply to instances of the classic network type.

1. Overview1. Overview
API Gateway supports parameter mapping and verificat ion. This topic describes the processing rules
used when API Gateway forwards client-init iated HTTP requests to an HTTP-based backend service and
forwards HTTP responses from the backend service to clients. If  the backend service is Alibaba Cloud
Function Compute, see Use Function Compute as the backend service of an API operation

API Gateway supports the following transmission modes:

Passt hrough modePasst hrough mode: In this mode, API Gateway only maps and verifies request  parameters of the 
 path  type and transparently forwards the parameters to the backend service. For more

information, see  3 Passthrough mode .

Mapping modeMapping mode: In this mode, API Gateway maps and verifies all user-configured parameters. If  a
request  sent by a client  contains a parameter that is not configured, API Gateway does not forward
it  to the backend service. For more information, see  4 Mapping mode .

T ransparent  mapping modeT ransparent  mapping mode: This mode is similar to the  mapping mode . However, in 

 transparent mapping mode , if  a request  sent by a client  contains a parameter that is not

configured, API Gateway transparently forwards the parameter to the backend service. For more
information, see  5 Transparent mapping mode .

2. Locations of parameters and reading rules2. Locations of parameters and reading rules

API Gateway can read the parameters from different locations of an  HTTP request . API Gateway

also supports  system parameters  and user-configured  constant parameters .

2.1 2.1  path  parameters parameters

API Gateway can extract  parameters from the segmented paths in  HTTP requests . If  you want to

use  path  parameters, you must configure the API request  path in the  /path/[parameter]  format.

Then, API Gateway matches the path in an  HTTP request  based on your configured parameter path.

The following table shows an example.

11.Parameter mapping and11.Parameter mapping and
verification rulesverification rules
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Conf igured request  pat hConf igured request  pat h Input  dat aInput  dat a

Paramet er ext ract ionParamet er ext ract ion
resultresult

/request/to/[path] /request/to/user1 path=user1

/[path1]/[path2]. /group1/user1 path1=group1, path2=user1

/[root]/* /root/user1 root=request

/[root] /root/user1 No match.

- If  API Gateway detects invalid input data that does not comply with the RFC 3986 specificat ion, it
returns  Error code:I400PH: Invalid Request Path .- The maximum length of a request  URI that API

Gateway supports is 128 KB. If  a request  URI exceeds the maximum length, API Gateway returns 
 Error code:I413RL: Request Url too Large .

2.2 2.2  query  parameters parameters

 query  parameters are the values contained in  QueryString  of requests. After API Gateway

receives a request, it  splits the key-value pairs in  QueryString  of the request  by using the equal sign (

 = ) and ampersand (  & ) and then uses  UTF-8  for URL decoding. API Gateway considers both 

 ? a=  and  ? a  as valid values that are equivalent to empty strings enclosed in a pair of single

quotation marks (  ' ). The following table shows an example.

Input  dat aInput  dat a Paramet er ext ract ion resultParamet er ext ract ion result

? a=1&b=2 a: "1", b: "2"

? a=1&a=2
a: ["1", "2"]. If this parameter is of a data type other

than  ARRAY , only the first  value is used.

? a a: ""

? a= a: ""
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? =a&b=1
b: "1". API Gateway ignores the  =a  part of the

input data.

Input  dat aInput  dat a Paramet er ext ract ion resultParamet er ext ract ion result

If  API Gateway detects invalid input data that does not comply with the RFC 3986 specificat ion, it
returns  Error code:I400PH: Invalid Request Path .

The maximum length of a request  URI that API Gateway supports is 128 KB. If  a request  URI exceeds
the maximum length, API Gateway returns  Error code:I413RL: Request Url too Large .

2.3 2.3  formData  parameters parameters

 formData  parameters are the values contained in the message body when  Content-Type  of a

request  is  application/x-www-form-urlencoded . If   charset  in  Content-Type  is not specified, API

Gateway uses  UTF-8  encoding. If   charset  is specified, API Gateway uses the specified character

set  for URL decoding. API Gateway splits and processes formData parameters in the same way as
split t ing and processing  QueryString .

If   Content-Type  is  multipart/formdata , API Gateway supports parameters of the FILE type.

2.4. 2.4.  header  parameters parameters

 header  parameters are read from HTTP request  headers. For example,  X-User: aaa  is parsed as 

 X-User =  aaa . The processing of header parameters has the following special rules:

Both the spaces before and after the values of header parameters are removed.

If  mult iple headers with the same name exist  and the parameter type is set  to  ARRAY , the

parameter is parsed as an array. If  the parameter type is not set  to ARRAY, only the first  value is used.

API Gateway uses  ISO-8859-1  encoding to read and forward headers. Invalid characters may cause

garbled characters or other unexpected results.

2.5. 2.5.  host  parameters parameters
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 host  parameters are valid only if  you have bound domain names to a wildcard domain name and

added a valid wildcard domain name template. For example, if  you bind the wildcard domain name 
 *.api.foo.com  and configure the wildcard domain name template  ${user}.api.foo.com , API

Gateway reads  user =  1234  from the  host  parameters when it  receives a request  for 

 1234.api.foo.com . You can configure mult iple wildcard domain name templates. API Gateway parses

 host  parameters based on the first  matched record. If  no record is matched, API Gateway cannot

obtain the  host  parameters. The following table shows an example.

Conf igurat ion of  aConf igurat ion of  a
t emplat e f or a wildcardt emplat e f or a wildcard
domain namedomain name

Request  hostRequest  host Paramet er ext ract ionParamet er ext ract ion
resultresult

 ${User}.api.io 123.api.io User: "123"

 ${User}. ${Group}.api.io 123.g01.api.io User: "123" Group: "g01"

 ${Admin}.admin.api.io 

 ${User}. ${Group}.api.io .
123.api.io User: "123"

 ${Admin}.admin.api.io 

 ${User}. ${Group}.api.io 
123.admin.api.io Admin: "123"

 ${Admin}.admin.api.io 

 ${User}. ${Group}.api.io 
123.u00.api.io User: "123"GroupId: "u00"

 ${User}. ${Group}.api.io 

 ${Admin}.admin.api.io 
123.admin.api.io User: "123"Group: "admin"

In the last  row of the preceding table, ${User}.${Group}.api.io is matched and therefore
${Admin}.admin.api.io is ignored.
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3. 3.  Passthrough mode 

The passthrough mode supports the following methods:  GET ,  PUT ,  POST ,  DELETE ,  PATCH ,

 HEAD ,  OPTIONS .

3.1 Forward 3.1 Forward  client requests  to the  to the  backend service 

In passthrough mode, API Gateway transparently passes requests to the backend service after it
processes the signature and authorization. The following passthrough rules apply to parameters in
different locations of a request:

Pat hPat h: If  you set  the API request  path to the  /path/to/[user]  format, you can also configure 

 /path/backend/[user]  as the backend service path. API Gateway identifies the frontend path

parameter and maps it  to the backend service path.

QuerySt ringQuerySt ring: Data of this type is transparently passed to the backend service. The sequence and
format of the originally received value of QueryString remain unchanged.

HeaderHeader: API Gateway transparently passes all headers except for some system headers and headers
that start  with  X-Ca-  to the backend service and uses  ISO-8859-1  encoding to read and

forward these headers. Therefore, if  an invalid encoding is passed in a header, an error may occur. For
more information about the processing logic of the headers that API Gateway reserve, see 
 7 HTTP header processing rules  . 

BodyBody: API Gateway transparently forwards the package body to the backend service. If  you set  a
custom  Content-Type  in the API configuration, the custom  Content-Type  is used. Otherwise, API

Gateway forwards a  Content-Type  header provided by the client.

3.2. Forward 3.2. Forward  backend responses  to the  to the  client 

In passthrough mode, if  the backend service returns a response, API Gateway forwards the 
 HTTP response  from the  backend service  to the  client . If  the backend service fails to return

a response, API Gateway generates an error code. For more information about how to perform
troubleshooting, see Error code table The following passthrough rules apply to the parameters of
different types in a request:

St at usCodeSt at usCode: The error code in the response from the backend service is transparently passed.

HeaderHeader: API Gateway filters or adds  system headers  and  reserved headers  that  start  with 

 X-Ca-  and transparently passes other headers in the response from the backend service. For more

information, see  7 HTTP header processing rules .

BodyBody: API Gateway forwards the package body in the response from the backend service to the
client. If   Content-Type  in the response is empty, API Gateway forwards the default  value 

 application/oct-stream .
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You can use the Plug-ins of the Error Mapping type plug-in to change the HTTP status codes in the
responses from the client.

4. 4.  Parameter mapping mode 

In  parameter mapping mode , API Gateway verifies and maps the parameters that you have

configured. If  the client  passes a parameter that is not configured, API Gateway does not forward the
parameter to the backend service. If  you want API Gateway to forward parameters that are not
configured to the backend service, see  5 Transparent mapping mode . In parameter mapping mode,

API Gateway supports the parameters of the  query ,  header ,  host ,  path , and  formData 

types. API Gateway can also determine and verify the types of parameter values and forward the
parameters to the backend service.

4.1. Parameter types4.1. Parameter types
The following table lists the parameter types that API Gateway supports.

T ypeT ype Descript ionDescript ion Support ed f ormatSupport ed f ormat Verif icat ionVerif icat ion
met hodmet hod

String STRING Unlimited

Minimum length,
maximum length,
enumerated value, and
regular expression

Integer A 32-bit  integer  1 ,  -1 ,  100 Minimum, maximum,
and enumerated values

Long A 64-bit  integer  -1233 ,  1001 Minimum, maximum,
and enumerated values

Double Floating point
 100 ,  0.1 ,

 9E-9 ,  1.01E16 
Minimum and maximum
values

Boolean BOOLEAN
 true  and  false 

(The value is not case-
sensit ive.)

File File type

For 

 multipart/form-
data 

only

Minimum length and
maximum length
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Array ARRAY See the array field type.
Verification of array
field types

T ypeT ype Descript ionDescript ion Support ed f ormatSupport ed f ormat Verif icat ionVerif icat ion
met hodmet hod

* Parameters of the FLOAT type are processed in the same way as parameters of the DOUBLE type.

4.2. Configuration of parameter verification4.2. Configuration of parameter verification

You can configure parameter verificat ion in the  API Gateway console , by using 

 OpenAPI Explorer , or  by importing a Swagger file . The following table describes the

configuration of parameter verificat ion.

Paramet erParamet er
verif icat ion it emverif icat ion it em Descript ionDescript ion Field on OpenAPIField on OpenAPI

ExplorerExplorer Field in SwaggerField in Swagger

Param Name
Required. The name
must be unique in an API
operation.

ApiParameterName name

Param Location Required. Location location

Type
Optional. The default

type is  STRING . ParameterType type

Type Of Array Field

Optional. This
parameter is required
only if the parameter

type is  ARRAY .

ArrayItemsType items.type

Required
Optional. The default

value is  No .
Required required

Default Value

Optional. An empty
string enclosed in a pair
of single quotation

marks (  ' ) is not a

valid default value.

DefaultValue default
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Max

Optional. The input
value must be 

 less than or equal 
to 

the value of this
parameter.

MaxValue maximum

Min

Optional. The input
value must be 

 greater than or 
equal to 

the value of this
parameter.

MinValue minimum

Max Length

Optional. This
parameter is valid only
if the parameter type is 

 STRING .

MaxLength maxLength

Min Length

Optional. This
parameter is valid only
if the parameter type is 

 STRING .

MinLength minLength

Param Verification

Optional. This
parameter is valid only
if the parameter type is 

 String . RegularExpression pattern

Enumeration Optional. EnumValue enum

Paramet erParamet er
verif icat ion it emverif icat ion it em Descript ionDescript ion Field on OpenAPIField on OpenAPI

ExplorerExplorer Field in SwaggerField in Swagger

For more information about the parameter configuration on OpenAPI Explorer, see Front-end input p
arameters

For more information about parameter configuration on Swagger, see Import  Swagger files to create
APIs

Mat ching rules f or paramet er verif icat ion:Mat ching rules f or paramet er verif icat ion:
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OpenAPI Explorer and Swagger have different definit ions for parameter types. The descript ion in this
topic is subject  to the  Swagger  standard.

If  you do not set  the parameter type, the default  type  String  is used.

If  the input format of the parameter type is inconsistent with the format supported by the current
type, the error code  I400IP Invalid Parameter: ...  is reported. ``

If  a request  of the client  does not contain a required parameter, API Gateway blocks the request  and
returns the error code  I400MP Invalid Parameter Required: ... . ``

You can set  default  values for optional parameters. If  the client  does not pass an optional parameter
for which you set  a default  value, API Gateway passes the default  value to the backend service.
However, API Gateway considers an empty string enclosed in a pair of single quotation marks (  ' )

as an invalid default  value and does not pass it  to the backend service.

If  a parameter is of the  query  or  formData  type, API Gateway considers the input value in the

format of  a  or  a=  such as  ? b=1&a  as an empty string enclosed in a pair of single quotation

marks (  ' ).

If  the parameter is required, no error is returned.

If  the parameter is optional and a default  value is configured, API Gateway passes an empty string
rather than the default  value to the backend service.

If  the parameter type is  INTEGER ,  LONE ,  FLOAT , or  DOUBLE  and the input value is an empty

string enclosed in a pair of single quotation marks (  ' ), the parameter is considered not passed.

If  this parameter is required, API Gateway blocks the request  and returns the error code 
 400: <I400MP> Invalid Parameter Required: ... .

If  this parameter is optional and has a default  value, API Gateway passes the default  value to the
backend service.

Min Length and Max Length take effect  only when its configured value is greater than  0 .

The maximum length of a regular expression is 40 characters.

Parameters of both the STRING and NUMERIC types can be set  to  enumerated values . The

enumerated values must be separated with commas (,), such as  river,lake,sea . If  the input value

is not included in the enumerated values, the error code  I400IP: Invalid Parameter:...  is

returned. ``

If  the parameter type is set  to  ARRAY , only the parameters of the  query ,  formData , or 

 header  type can be set  to arrays. The verificat ion rules for array parameters take effect  for each

array. The parameter type is specified by the type of the array parameter, and the default  type is
STRING.
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4.3. Parameter mapping rules of backend services4.3. Parameter mapping rules of backend services

You can set  the  backend location  and  backend name  for parameters. API Gateway converts the

parameter location and name when it  sends requests to the backend service.

If  the parameter type is  ARRAY , the backend location can only be  query ,  formData , or 

 header . When API Gateway passes such a parameter to the backend service, API Gateway converts

the parameter to mult iple parameters or mult iple headers. For example, it  converts  a=1,2  to 

 a=1&a=2 .

The QueryString that is passed to the backend service is encoded by using 
 UTF-8 and URL encoding .

If  the parameters in a request  include formData parameters, API Gateway uses 
 application/x-www-form-urlencoded; charset=utf-8  or  multipart/formdata; charset=utf-8 

to encode the package body and sends it  to the backend service.

If  the parameters in a request  contain parameters of the  FILE  type, API Gateway uses 

 multipart/formdata; charset=utf-8  to assemble the package body. Otherwise, API Gateway

uses  application/x-www-form-urlencoded; charset=utf-8  to assemble the package body.

If  you configure a custom  Content-Type  in the Define API Backend Service step, API Gateway

sends the custom Content-Type to the backend service. If  the custom  Content-Type  is in the 

 application/x-www-form-urlencoded; charset=???  or  multipart/formdata; charset=??? 

format, API Gateway uses the encoding format specified in ContentType Value to assemble the
package body.

If  the parameter to be forwarded is of the  header  type, API Gateway uses  ISO8859-1  to

convert  and forward this parameter.

4.4. Forward 4.4. Forward  backend responses  to the  to the  client 

In parameter mapping mode, if  the backend service returns a response, API Gateway forwards the 
 HTTP response  from the  backend service  to the  client . If  the processing fails, API Gateway

returns an error code. For more information about how to perform troubleshooting, see Error code
table The following forwarding rules apply to the parameters of different types in a request:

St at usCodeSt at usCode: The error code in the response from the backend service is transparently passed.

HeaderHeader: API Gateway filters or adds  system headers  and  reserved headers  that  start  with 

 X-Ca-  and transparently passes other headers in the response from the backend service. For more

information, see 5 Header forwarding rules.
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BodyBody: API Gateway forwards the package body in the response from the backend service to the
client. If   Content-Type  in the response is empty, API Gateway forwards the default  value 

 application/oct-stream .

You can use the Plug-ins of the Error Mapping type plug-in to change the HTTP status codes in the
responses from the client.

5. 5.  Passthrough mapping mode 

The verificat ion and processing mechanisms for the  passthrough mapping mode  and 

 parameter mapping mode  are similar. The only difference is that unknown parameters in a request  are

transparently passed to the backend service in  passthrough mapping mode . Whereas, the unknown

parameters are filtered out in  parameter mapping mode .

6. 6.  Strict mapping mode 

The verificat ion and processing mechanisms for the  strict mapping mode  and 

 parameter mapping mode  are similar. The only difference is that an error is reported if  a request

contains unknown parameters in  strict mapping mode .

7. HTTP header processing rules7. HTTP header processing rules

In normal cases, all headers that start  with  X-Ca-  are reserved headers in API Gateway. API Gateway

filters out these headers or performs special processing. Do not use headers that start  with  X-Ca- .

HeaderNameHeaderName Request  processingRequest  processing
met hodmet hod

Response processingResponse processing
met hodmet hod

Connection Rebuild Rebuild

Keep-Alive Rebuild Rebuild

Proxy-Authenticate Rebuild Rebuild

Proxy-Authorization Rebuild Rebuild

Trailer Rebuild Rebuild

TE Rebuild Rebuild
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Transfer-Encoding Rebuild Rebuild

Upgrade Rebuild Rebuild

Host Rebuild N/A

Authorization Verify, map, or pass through N/A

Date N/A
Pass through or add a default
value

Content-Type Map or pass through
Pass through or add a default
value

Content-Length Map or pass through N/A

Content-MD5 Verify and pass through N/A

Via Add records of API Gateway N/A

X-Forwarded-For
Add the IP address of the client
to the right of the existing value

N/A

X-Forwarded-Proto
Add a client request protocol:
'http', 'https', 'ws', or 'wss'

N/A

User-Agent
Pass through or add a UserAgent
of API Gateway

N/A

Server N/A
Pass through or add a default
value

HeaderNameHeaderName Request  processingRequest  processing
met hodmet hod

Response processingResponse processing
met hodmet hod

All the headers marked as rebuild will not  be transparently passed and API Gateway adds a defined
value for these headers.

If  the passthrough mode is specified in a request  from the client  for a header that is not listed in the
table, API Gateway transparently passes the header to the backend service. If  the mapping mode is
specified in the request, all headers except the default  HTTP headers are filtered out.
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By default , the headers of responses that are not listed in the table are transparently passed to the
client.
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1. Modify an API1. Modify an API
You can view and modify the information of an API as required.

ProcedureProcedure

1. Log on to the API Gateway console.

2. In the left-side navigation pane, choose  Publish APIs  >  APIs .

3. On the API List  page, find the API that you want to view and choose More >  Manage  in the

Operation column. You can view the information of the API. Click  Edit  in the upper-right corner to

edit  the information of the API as required.

The modificat ion process of an API is similar to the creation process of an API. For more information, see
Create an API.

After you modify the information of an API, you must publish the API to the Test, Pre, or Release
environment before it  can be called.

Not eNot e

If you modify the definit ion of an API that is published, the modificat ions are not immediately
applied. You must republish the modified API to synchronize the changes to the Release
environment.

2. Compare API configurations2. Compare API configurations
After an API is modified, you can comparecompare the API configurations before and after the modificat ion to
check whether the modificat ion scope is correct.

ProcedureProcedure

1. After you modify an API, click  Save . In the dialog box that appears, click  Deploy .

12.Version management12.Version management
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2. In the Deploy API dialog box, specify Select  The Stage To Release To and click 
 Contrast difference  to compare the API configurations. You can publish the API after you confirm

that the modificat ion scope is correct.
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3. Query release history and switch versions3. Query release history and switch versions
API Gateway records each release of an API. The release history includes the release version,
environment, date, and release remarks. You can view the release records on the Deployment History
page.

3.1 Query t he release hist ory3.1 Query t he release hist ory

1. Log on to the API Gateway console. In the left-side navigation pane, choose  Publish APIs  > 

 APIs . On the API List  page, find and click the API whose release history you want to query.

2. In the left-side navigation pane, click Deployment History. On the Deployment History page, find the
version that you want to view and click ViewView in the Operation column.

3.2 Swit ch release versions3.2 Swit ch release versions

When you view the version history of an API, you can select  a different version for the API. The selected
version then replaces the previous version and takes effect  in the specified environment.

1. Find the required version and click Swit ch t o t his versionSwit ch t o t his version in the Operation column.

2. In the API Version Switch dialog box, enter the descript ion and click Swit chSwit ch.
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1. Overview1. Overview
API Gateway allows you to configure the test, staging, and production environments for an API
operation, which correspond to the Test, Pre, and Release environments in the API Gateway console,
respectively. This meets your need to call an API operation in different R&D scenarios. For example, you
can configure the test  environment for an API operation. In the test  environment, the API operation
uses appropriate resources in the test  environment as its backend service. In this way, testers can
simulate API calls in the production environment.

To configure different environments for an API operation in the API Gateway console, you must perform
the following operations:

Configure an environment variable in the API group to which the API operation belongs. Specify
different values for the environment variable in the test, staging, and production environments. Use
this environment variable to configure the backend service of the API operation. In this way, API
Gateway will route requests for the API operation to different backend service addresses as
configured.

Configure that each API request  from clients must specify the environment in which the API operation
is to be called. API Gateway provides you with two methods. You can bind the API group, to which
the API operation belongs, to different domain names for different environments. Alternatively, you
can add the

 X-Ca-Stage 

parameter as a request  parameter of the API operation.

This topic provides three examples of how to configure different environments for an API operation.
The backend services of the three API operations are a service that is deployed in a virtual private cloud
(VPC), an HTTP service, and a function that is created in the Function Compute console, respectively. In
the three examples, one or both of the methods that API Gateway provides are used to ensure that
each API request  specifies the environment in which the API operation is to be called. The examples in
this topic will help you understand the fundamental working principles. Even if  your business situation is
different from all the examples, you will f igure out how to configure different environments for an API
operation based on your business requirements.

2. Configure different environments for an API operation whose2. Configure different environments for an API operation whose
backend service is in a VPC by adding the X-Ca-Stage parameter as abackend service is in a VPC by adding the X-Ca-Stage parameter as a
request parameter of the API operationrequest parameter of the API operation

2.1 Preparations2.1 Preparations
In this example, create two Elast ic Compute Service (ECS) instances in the ECS console, as shown in the
following figure. The two ECS instances must reside in two different VPCs. One of the ECS instances
hosts the backend service of an API operation in the production environment. The other ECS instance
hosts the backend service of the API operation in the test  environment.

13.Configure different13.Configure different
environments for an API operationenvironments for an API operation
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Make sure that TCP port  80 of each ECS instance is available. Install NGINX on each ECS instance as a
web server for providing HTTP services. For each HTTP request, the two ECS instances return
{"env":"test  env"} and {"env":"relese env"}, respectively.

Not eNot e

This example is used only to describe how to configure different environments for an API operation
in API Gateway. Therefore, factors that are important to a backend service in reality, such as high
availability, scalability, and security, are not carefully considered in this example. We recommend
that you take these factors into account when you deploy your own backend services.

2.2 Configure backend service information for the API operation2.2 Configure backend service information for the API operation
St ep 1St ep 1: In this example, the backend service of the API operation is deployed in two VPCs. Therefore,
you must authorize API Gateway to access the two VPCs by creating two authorization entries in the
API Gateway console: backend-vpc-release and backend-vpc-test. The two authorization entries are
used to authorize API Gateway to access the backend service of the API operation in the production
environment and the test  environment, respectively. For more information, see Create an API operation
with a resource in a VPC as the backend service. The following figure shows the two authorization entries.

St ep 2St ep 2: Create an API group in the API Gateway console. On the Group List  page, find the API group
and click  View Stages  in the Operation column.

St ep 3St ep 3: On the  Stage Management  page, create an environment variable on both the Release and
Test  tabs. In this example, create an environment variable named backend-host. Specify its value as
backend-vpc-release on the Release tab and backend-vpc-test  on the Test  tab, as shown in the
following figures.
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Not eNot e

For each environment variable, keep its name consistent in different environments. If  you have
mult iple API operations in the same API group and you need to configure an environment variable
for each API operation, we recommend that you set  an informative name for each environment
variable for easy identificat ion.

St ep 4St ep 4: Create an API operation in the current API group. In the  Define API Backend Service  step,
enter the name of the environment variable in the  VPC Access Name  f ield. In this example, enter
#backend-host#.

Not eNot e

In the API Gateway console, each environment variable must be expressed in the #Variable name#
format, for example, #Service# and #Function#.

St ep 5St ep 5: Complete other configurations for the API operation. Then, publish the API operation to the
production and test  environments, as shown in the following figure.

St ep 6St ep 6: Authorize two applications to call the API operation. Note that when you authorize an
application, you must specify the environment in which the application can call the API operation, as
shown in the following figure. You can also authorize an application to call an API operation in all
environments. For demonstrat ion purposes, the API operation can be called anonymously in this
example.
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2.3 Add the X-Ca-Stage parameter as a request parameter of the API2.3 Add the X-Ca-Stage parameter as a request parameter of the API
operationoperation

To call the API operation in the production environment, you do not need to specify the X-Ca-Stage
parameter in each API request, as shown in the following figure.

To call the API operation in the staging environment, which is inapplicable in this example, you must
add the key-value pair

X-Ca-St age: PREX-Ca-St age: PRE

in each API request.

To call the API operation in the test  environment, you must add the key-value pair

X-Ca-St age: T ESTX-Ca-St age: T EST

in each API request, as shown in the following figure.

3. Configure different environments for an API operation whose3. Configure different environments for an API operation whose
backend service is an HTTP service by binding the API group tobackend service is an HTTP service by binding the API group to
different domain names for different environmentsdifferent domain names for different environments

3.1 Preparations3.1 Preparations
In this example, create two ECS instances in the ECS console, as shown in the following figure. One of
the two ECS instances hosts the backend HTTP service of an API operation in the production
environment. The other ECS instance hosts the backend HTTP service of the API operation in the test
environment. Make sure that TCP port  80 of each ECS instance is available. Install NGINX on each ECS
instance as a web server for providing HTTP services. For each HTTP request, the two ECS instances
return {"env":"test  env"} and {"env":"relese env"}, respectively.
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Not eNot e

This example is used only to describe how to configure different environments for an API operation
in API Gateway. Therefore, factors that are important to a backend service in reality, such as high
availability, scalability, and security, are not carefully considered in this example. We recommend
that you take these factors into account when you deploy your own backend services.

3.2 Configure backend service information for the API operation3.2 Configure backend service information for the API operation
St ep 1St ep 1: Create an API group in the API Gateway console. On the Group List  page, find the API group
and click  View Stages  in the Operation column.

St ep 2St ep 2: On the  Stage Management  page, create an environment variable on both the Release and
Test  tabs. In this example, create an environment variable named backend-host. Specify its value as the
public IP addresses of the two ECS instances correspondingly on the Release and Test  tabs, as shown in
the following figures.

St ep 3St ep 3: Create an API operation in the current API group. In the Define API Backend Service step, enter
the name of the environment variable in the Backend Service Address field. In this example, enter
http://#backend-host#.

St ep 4St ep 4: Complete other configurations for the API operation. Then, publish the API operation to the
production and test  environments.
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St ep 5St ep 5: Bind the API group to different domain names for API calls in different environments. On the
Group List  page, find the API group to which the API operation belongs and click  Bind Domain  in the
Operation column.

St ep 6St ep 6: Bind the API group to two domain names, one for the test  environment and the other for the
production environment, as shown in the following figure.

3.3 Call the API operation by using the domain names3.3 Call the API operation by using the domain names
To call the API operation in the production environment, use the domain name for the production
environment in each API request, as shown in the following figure.

To call the API operation in the staging environment, which is inapplicable in this example, use the
domain name for the staging environment in each API request.

To call the API operation in the test  environment, use the domain name for the test  environment in
the API request, as shown in the following figure.

Note: In an API request, the domain name of the API group to which the API operation belongs takes
precedence over the specified X-Ca-Stage parameter. Assume that you have bound the API group to
different domain names for different environments and the X-Ca-Stage parameter is also specified in
an API request. API Gateway will route the API request  to an appropriate environment based on the
domain name in the API request, as shown in the following figure.
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4. Configure different environments for an API operation with4. Configure different environments for an API operation with
Function Compute as the backend service by binding the API groupFunction Compute as the backend service by binding the API group
to different domain names for different environments and alsoto different domain names for different environments and also
adding the X-Ca-Stage parameter as a request parameter of the APIadding the X-Ca-Stage parameter as a request parameter of the API
operationoperation

4.1 Configure backend service information for the API operation4.1 Configure backend service information for the API operation
Create an API operation. In the Define API Backend Service step, configure a function that you created
in the Function Compute console as the backend service of the API operation, as shown in the following
figure. For more information, see Use Function Compute as the backend service of an API operation.

To configure different environments for the API operation, you can use the following methods:

Create an environment variable and set  its value to different service names or function names. Then,
enter the name of the environment variable in the

 Service Name 

or

 Function Name 

field. In this way, requests for the API operation will be handled by different services or functions in
different environments.
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In the Function Compute console, create an alias for each version of a service that you want to use as
the backend service of the API operation. Service aliases are used to support  the version
management feature of Function Compute. You can create an alias for each version of a service. For
more information, see

Alias operations.

In the API Gateway console, create an environment variable and set  its value to the aliases of
different versions of the service. Then, enter the name of the environment variable in the Function
Alias field. In this way, requests for the API operation will be handled by different versions of the
service.

4.2 Bind the API group to different domain names for different4.2 Bind the API group to different domain names for different
environments and add the X-Ca-Stage parameter as a requestenvironments and add the X-Ca-Stage parameter as a request
parameter of the API operationparameter of the API operation
Assume that you want API callers to specify the X-Ca-Stage parameter in each API request  that uses an
independent domain name of the API group to which the API operation belongs. When you bind the
independent domain name to the API group, set  the Stage parameter to Default(Use X-Ca-Stage to
determine the stage), as shown in the following figure.

5. Limits5. Limits
After you modify an environment variable for an API operation, the modificat ion takes effect  only
after you republish the API operation.

A maximum of 50 environment variables can be created in each environment.
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OverviewOverview
API Gateway supports HTTP/2 and provides features such as mult iplexing of requests and responses
and header compression.

Mult iplexing: In HTTP 1.x, sending and parallel processing of requests and responses require mult iple
TCP connections. However, in HTTP/2, a sender can divide an HTTP request  or response into
independent frames, send them in disordered streams to a receiver, and then recombine the streams
at the receiver. This reduces latency and improves efficiency. Even when a client  needs to send a
large amount of request  data, the client  can transmit  the request  data by using a single or a few TCP
connections.

Header compression: The header of an HTTP request  contains a large amount of data. In HTTP 1.x,
each HTTP request  must include a complete header. In HTTP/2, header field tables are created after
a connection is established between a client  and a server. The header field tables are used to store
key-value pairs in the header of each HTTP message. If  a key-value pair in the header of an HTTP
message already exists in the header field tables, the key-value pair will not  be sent to the receiver
with the rest  of the message. The header field tables are updated every t ime an HTTP message is
sent, and deleted only after the client  and the server are disconnected. Each new key-value pair is
added to the end of the header field tables or replaces an exist ing key-value pair with the same key
name. The header field tables help reduce the amount of data in each HTTP request.

14.Enable HTTP/2 for an API group14.Enable HTTP/2 for an API group
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Enable HTTP/2 for an API groupEnable HTTP/2 for an API group
Enable HTTP/2 for an API group that is created after July 14, 2017

All API operations that support  HTTPS requests automatically use HTTP/2 for communication
between clients and API Gateway. HTTP/2 can be used only by API operations that support  HTTPS
requests. Therefore, if  you want an API operation to use HTTP/2, you must enable HTTPS for the API
operation. For more information, see Access a domain name by using HTTPS.

Enable HTTP/2 for an API group that was created before July 14, 2017

HTTP/2 is not supported by API groups that were created before July 14, 2017. You will soon be able
to manually enable HTTP/2 for an API group that was created before July 14, 2017.
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1. Overview and limits1. Overview and limits
A model is used to configure HTTP request  and response information for API operations. API Gateway
allows you to use JSON Schema to create a model that defines API request  and response information,
such as request  and response parameters and their value ranges. If  you create a model and reference
the model when you create an API operation, API Gateway automatically generates a POJO class in the
SDKs of the API group to which the API operation belongs. This makes it  easier for you to configure
request  and response information for an API operation and deserialize response data.

In API Gateway, models are created based on the standards in JSON Schema Draft-04. For more
information, see JSON Schema: core definit ions and terminology. Take note of the following limits when
you create a model: You can create JSON schemas only of the object  type. When you define request
and response information for an API operation, you can reference only a model that is created by you.
You can call the Create Model and Get a model you've created operations to query the URI of a model
that you can use to reference the model. Circular reference is not supported.

The following code snippet shows an example of a model definit ion.

15.Manage models15.Manage models
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{
        "required": ["name", "photoUrls"],
        "type": "object",
        "properties": {
                "id": {
                        "format": "int64",
                        "type": "integer"
                },
                "category": {
                        "$ref": "https://apigateway.aliyun.com/models/bbc725be4b0b48b79bdd2
f6ebbdcc8c0/a5e7741d8a3a4bcb9746275a0db15fcf"
                },
                "name": {
                        "pattern": "^\\d{3}-\\d{2}-\\d{4}$",
                        "type": "string"
                },
                "status": {
                        "type": "string"
                },
                "dogProject": {
                        "type": "object",
                        "properties": {
                                "id": {
                                        "format": "int64",
                                        "maximum": 100,
                                        "exclusiveMaximum": true,
                                        "type": "integer"
                                },
                                "name": {
                                        "maxLength": 10,
                                        "type": "string"
                                }
                        }
                }
        }
}

2. Create a model2. Create a model
You can call the Create Model operation, provided by Alibaba Cloud, to create a model in API Gateway.
Alternatively, you can create a model in the API Gateway console.

Creat e a model in t he API Gat eway consoleCreat e a model in t he API Gat eway console

1. In the left-side navigation pane, choose Publish APIs > API Groups.

2. On the Group List  page, find the target API group and click View Models in the Operation column.

Creat e a model by import ing an OpenAPI specif icat ion f ileCreat e a model by import ing an OpenAPI specif icat ion f ile
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API Gateway allows you to create a model by import ing an OpenAPI specificat ion file. For more
information, see Create APIs By Import ing Swagger. After you import  an OpenAPI specificat ion file in
which a model is defined for an API group, the model is automatically created for the API group in the
API Gateway console. Not e t hat  if  a model in t he OpenAPI specif icat ion f ile has t he sameNot e t hat  if  a model in t he OpenAPI specif icat ion f ile has t he same
name as an exist ing model in t he API Gat eway console, t he model in t he OpenAPIname as an exist ing model in t he API Gat eway console, t he model in t he OpenAPI
specif icat ion f ile will replace t he exist ing model and you will not  be not if ied.specif icat ion f ile will replace t he exist ing model and you will not  be not if ied.

3. Modify and view a model3. Modify and view a model
After you create a model, you can view the model on the Model Management page. On the model
details page, you can view the model name, the model definit ion, and the URI that is allocated to the
model by the system. When you define a model, you can reference another model by using the $ref:
{URI} format.

If  you need to modify the model, click Modify in the upper-right corner. Not e t hat  af t er a model isNot e t hat  af t er a model is
modif ied, it s URI is not  changed.modif ied, it s URI is not  changed.

4. Delete a model4. Delete a model
You can delete a model that is defined for an API group. Not e t hat  af t er you delet e a model, t heNot e t hat  af t er you delet e a model, t he
request  and response inf ormat ion t hat  is def ined by t he model f or an API operat ion willrequest  and response inf ormat ion t hat  is def ined by t he model f or an API operat ion will
also be delet ed. For an API operat ion t hat  ref erences t he model and is published t o t healso be delet ed. For an API operat ion t hat  ref erences t he model and is published t o t he
product ion environment , t he SDKs of  t he API group t o which t he API operat ion belongs mayproduct ion environment , t he SDKs of  t he API group t o which t he API operat ion belongs may
f ail t o be export ed. T heref ore, proceed wit h caut ion when you delet e a model.f ail t o be export ed. T heref ore, proceed wit h caut ion when you delet e a model.
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1. Overview1. Overview
Most features of a mobile application, such as user registrat ion and commodity list  retrieval, are
implemented in the process in which a client  sends requests to a server and then the server responds to
the client. .

However, for specific features such as instant messaging, of a mobile application, a server needs to
push in-app notificat ions to clients. In this case, a communication channel needs to be established
between the server and each client, so that the server can send notificat ions to the clients. Bidirect ional
communication between a server and a client  must be supported.

T he archit ect ure of  a mobile applicat ion must  support  t he bidirect ional communicat ionT he archit ect ure of  a mobile applicat ion must  support  t he bidirect ional communicat ion
f eat ure.f eat ure.

Usage notesUsage notes
API Gateway provides the bidirect ional communication feature in all regions based on the WebSocket
protocol. The bidirect ional communication feature is supported by SDKs for Android, Object ive-C, and
Java.

If  you need SDKs for other programming languages, submit  a t icket  or search for group ID 11747055 in
DingTalk and join the group to seek help.

How it  worksHow it  works
API Gateway provides the bidirect ional communication feature in all regions. To implement bidirect ional
communication between a server and a client, you only need to create three API operations in API
Gateway, download the SDK that is automatically generated by API Gateway, and then install the SDK
on the client.

The following flowchart  shows the process to implement bidirect ional communication between a
backend service and a client  by using API Gateway.

16.Implement bidirectional16.Implement bidirectional
communicationcommunication
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ProcessProcess

(1) A WebSocket connection is established between the client  and API Gateway when the client  is
started. After the connection is established, the client  sends a message that contains its device ID to
API Gateway.

(2) The client  init iates a registrat ion signaling message to API Gateway by using the WebSocket channel.

(3) API Gateway converts the registrat ion signaling message to an HTTP request, adds the device ID of
the client  to a header field named x-ca-deviceid in the request, and then sends the request  to the
backend service.

(4) The backend service receives the HTTP request  and verifies the identity of the client. If  the client
passes the verificat ion, the backend service records the device ID of the client  and responds to the
client  with HTTP status code 200.

(5) The backend service sends a server-to-client  notificat ion signaling message to API Gateway by using
the HTTP, HTTPS, or WebSocket protocol. The signaling message includes the device ID of the client.

(6) API Gateway parses the server-to-client  notificat ion signaling message, finds the connection to the
client  whose device ID is specified in the signaling message, and then sends the notificat ion to the client
by using the WebSocket connection.

(7) If  the client  no longer wants to receive notificat ions from the backend service, the client  sends a
logoff signaling message to API Gateway by using the WebSocket connection. The logoff signaling
message does not include the device ID of the client.
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(8) API Gateway converts the logoff signaling message to an HTTP request, adds the device ID of the
client  to the request, and then sends the request  to the backend service.

(9) The backend service deletes the device ID of the client  and responds to the client  with HTTP status
code 200.

2. Three types of signaling messages that are used for bidirectional2. Three types of signaling messages that are used for bidirectional
communicationcommunication
Before you use the bidirect ional communication feature of API Gateway, you must familiarize yourself
with the three types of signaling messages that are used for bidirect ional communication. Each type of
signaling corresponds to an API operation of API Gateway. Therefore, you must first  create three API
operations in the API Gateway console.

2.1 Registration signaling2.1 Registration signaling
A registrat ion signaling message is sent from a client  to a backend service. This type of signaling serves
the following purposes:

(1) Carries the device ID of the client. After the backend service receives an HTTP request  that is
converted from the registrat ion signaling message, the backend service records the device ID of the
client. Note that you do not need to specify the device ID of the client  in the registrat ion signaling
message. The device ID is automatically generated by the SDK of API Gateway.

(2) Works as an API operation that carries a username and a password. After the backend service
receives an HTTP request  that is converted from the registrat ion signaling message, the backend service
checks whether the username and password of the client  are valid. If  the backend service responds to
the client  with an HTTP status code other than 200, API Gateway returns an error to the client, which
indicates that the registrat ion failed.

If  a client  wants to receive notificat ions from a backend service, the client  needs to send a registrat ion
signaling message to API Gateway. If  the backend service responds with HTTP status code 200, the
registrat ion is successful.

2.2 Server-to-client notification signaling2.2 Server-to-client notification signaling
After a backend service receives an HTTP request  that is converted from a registrat ion signaling
message sent from a client, the backend service records the device ID of the client. In this way, the
backend service can include the device ID of the client  in server-to-client  notificat ion signaling
messages and sends the signaling messages to API Gateway. If  the client  is connected, API Gateway can
send the server-to-client  notificat ions to the client.

2.3 Logoff signaling2.3 Logoff signaling
If  a client  no longer wants to receive server-to-client  notificat ions from a backend service, the client
sends a logoff signaling message to API Gateway. After the client  receives HTTP status code 200, the
client  no longer receives server-to-client  notificat ions from the backend service.

3. Configure bidirectional communication in API Gateway3. Configure bidirectional communication in API Gateway

3.1 Enable the WebSocket channel feature for an independent3.1 Enable the WebSocket channel feature for an independent
domain name of an API groupdomain name of an API group
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3.1.1 Create an API group3.1.1 Create an API group
If  you already have an API group, skip this step.

To use the basic features of API Gateway, you must first  create an API group.

3.1.2 Bind an independent domain name to the API group3.1.2 Bind an independent domain name to the API group
If  you already bound an independent domain name to the API group, skip this step.

After you create an API group, you must bind an independent domain name to it . For information about
how to bind an independent domain name to an API group, see Bind a wildcard domain name to an API
group.

3.1.3 Enable the WebSocket channel feature for the independent3.1.3 Enable the WebSocket channel feature for the independent
domain namedomain name
After you bind the independent domain name to the API group, you must enable the WebSocket
channel feature for the independent domain name.

Perform the following steps: Log on to the API Gateway console. In the left-side navigation pane,
choose Publish APIs > API Groups. On the Group List  page, find the API group that is bound with the
independent domain name and click the group name. On the Group Details page, find the independent
domain name for which you want to enable the WebSocket channel feature in the Custom Domain
Name sect ion and click Open in the WebSocket Channel Status column.

3.2 Create three API operations, one for registration signaling, one3.2 Create three API operations, one for registration signaling, one
for server-to-client notification signaling, and one for logofffor server-to-client notification signaling, and one for logoff
signalingsignaling
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Create three API operations in the API group you created. For information about how to create an API
operation, see Create an API operation .

When you create the three API operations, set  the Request  Type parameter based on the signaling type
that corresponds to the API operation you create.

3.2.1 Create an API operation for registration signaling3.2.1 Create an API operation for registration signaling
A registrat ion signaling message is sent from a client  to a backend service. When you create the API
operation for registrat ion signaling, take note of the following items:

(1) We recommend that you configure two request  parameters: userName and password, as shown in
the following figure.

(2) The Protocol parameter must be set  to WEBSOCKET.

When you create the API operation for registrat ion signaling, you can configure the request  parameters
as required. Note that if  a client  sends a registrat ion signaling message, the registrat ion is successful
only after the client  receives an HTTP status code of 200.
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3.2.2 Create an API operation for server-to-client notification3.2.2 Create an API operation for server-to-client notification
signalingsignaling
A server-to-client  notificat ion signaling message is sent from a backend service to a client. When you
create the API operation for server-to-client  notificat ion signaling, take note of the following items:

(1) We recommend that you do not authorize the application whose service is supported by the
backend service to call this API operation. This way, the API operation can be called only by the
backend service and cannot be called by clients.

(2) You can set  the Protocol parameter to HTTP, HTTPS, or WEBSOCKET.

(3) This API operation is used by a backend service to send notificat ions to clients. Therefore, you do
not need to configure a backend service for this API operation.

(4) A request  parameter named x-ca-deviceid is automatically defined for this API operation and cannot
be changed. This parameter must be included in each request  for this API operation.

The following figure shows the page on which you can configure request  information for this API
operation.

3.2.3 Create an API operation for logoff signaling3.2.3 Create an API operation for logoff signaling
A logoff signaling message is sent from a client  to a backend service. When you create the API
operation for logoff signaling, note that the Protocol parameter must be set  to WEBSOCKET.

3.3 Generate and download an SDK3.3 Generate and download an SDK
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After you create the three API operations, authorize specific applications to call the API operations.
Then, publish the API operations to the production environment. After the API operations are published
to the production environment, choose Publish APIs > Owned APIs SDK in the left-side navigation pane.
On the Owned APIs SDK Auto-Generation page, you can generate and download the SDK of the API
group to which the three API operations belong.

You can download SDK for Android and install it  on a client. Then, the client  can use this SDK to
establish a WebSocket connection with API Gateway, send a registrat ion signaling message, and receive
server-to-client  notificat ions from the backend service. In addit ion, you can download SDK for Java and
install it  on the backend service. The backend service uses this SDK to send notificat ions to the client.
The two SDKs work together to implement bidirect ional communication. The following figure shows the
Owned APIs SDK Auto-Generation page on which you can download SDKs.

3.4 Use the SDK on a client to send a registration signaling message3.4 Use the SDK on a client to send a registration signaling message
and receive server-to-client notificationsand receive server-to-client notifications
After you download SDK for Android, you must carefully read the ReadMe.txt  f ile and install and use
the SDK as instructed.

The SDK is automatically generated by API Gateway and contains all the API operations in the API
group. You can find the API operation for registrat ion signaling and call the API operation to send a
registrat ion signaling message from a client. The following code snippet is an SDK call example. In this
example, a WebSocket channel is established and init ialized between the client  and API Gateway when
a client  is started. A function named onNotify is created to notify the client  of sending server-to-client
notificat ions. When the backend service sends a notificat ion to the client, the SDK calls the onNotify
function to notify the client. Another function named registerWebsocketTest  is also provided for
external calls.

public class Demo_HangZhou {
    static{        
        WebSocketClientBuilderParams websocketParam = new WebSocketClientBuilderParams();
        websocketParam.setAppKey("12345678");
        websocketParam.setAppSecret("12345678");
        websocketParam.setApiWebSocketListner(new ApiWebSocketListner() {
            @Override
            // When the backend service sends a notification to the client, the SDK calls t
he onNotify function to notify the client.
            public void onNotify(String message) {
                System.out.println(message);
            }
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            @Override
            public void onFailure(Throwable t, ApiResponse response) {
                if(null ! = t){
                    t.printStackTrace();
                }

                if(null ! = response){
                    System.out.println(response.getCode());
                    System.out.println(response.getMessage());
                }

            }
        });

        WebSocketApiClient_hangzhou.getInstance().init(websocketParam);

    }

    public static void registerWebsocketTest(){
        WebSocketApiClient_hangzhou.getInstance().register("fred" , "123456" , new ApiCallb
ack() {

            @Override
            public void onFailure(ApiRequest request, Exception e) {
                e.printStackTrace();
            }

            @Override
            public void onResponse(ApiRequest request, ApiResponse response) {
                try {
                    System.out.println(getResultString(response));
                }catch (Exception ex){
                    ex.printStackTrace();
                }
            }
        });
    }
}        

3.5 Use the SDK on a backend service to send notifications to a client3.5 Use the SDK on a backend service to send notifications to a client
After a backend service receives an HTTP request  that is converted from a registrat ion signaling
message, the backend service records the device ID of the client  that is included in the request. To send
notificat ions to the client, the backend service only needs to send a request  to API Gateway to call the
API operation for server-to-client  notificat ion signaling. The following sample code demonstrates how
to call the API operation:
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public class Demo_Hanzhou {
        
            static{
                HttpClientBuilderParams param = new HttpClientBuilderParams();
                param.setAppKey("123456");
                param.setAppSecret("123456");
                HttpApiClient_BeiJing.getInstance().init(param);
        
            }
        
            public static void HanZhouNotifyTest(){
                HttpApiClient_HanZhou.getInstance().notify("NotifyContent" , new ApiCallbac
k() {
        
                    @Override
                    public void onFailure(ApiRequest request, Exception e) {
                        e.printStackTrace();
                    }
        
                    @Override
                    public void onResponse(ApiRequest request, ApiResponse response) {
                        try {
                            System.out.println(response.getCode());
                        }catch (Exception ex){
                            ex.printStackTrace();
                        }
                    }
                });
            }
}

The implementation of bidirect ional communication between a client  and a backend service by using
API Gateway includes the following steps:

1. Create an API group, bind an independent domain name to the API group, and then enable the
WebSocket channel feature for the independent domain name.

2. Create three API operations, one for registrat ion signaling, one for server-to-client  notificat ion
signaling, and one for logoff signaling. Then, authorize applications and publish the API operations
to the production environment.

3. Configure the registrat ion logic and logoff logic for the backend service. Then, download SDK for
Java in the API Gateway console and install the SDK on the backend service. The backend service
uses SDK for Java to send notificat ions to the client.

4. Download SDK for Android in the API Gateway console and install the SDK on the client. When the
client  is started, a WebSocket connection is established between the client  and API Gateway. The
client  sends a registrat ion signaling message by calling the API operation that corresponds to the
signaling. After the registrat ion is successful, the client  can receive server-to-client  notificat ions.

For information about how an SDK implements bidirect ional communication, see Understand how an SDK
implements bidirectional communication.

The following flowchart, which is originally provided in the linked topic, helps you better understand
how bidirect ional communication works.
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If  you encounter difficult ies when you configure bidirect ional communication in API Gateway, search for
group ID 11747055 in DingTalk and join the group to seek help. The DingTalk group name is API
Gateway-Customer Service.
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